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ABSTRACT 
Phenols are present In d.Ischarge effluents of many heavy industries such as refineries. They are 
regulated and monitored by em'l!onmental authoriaes. Errurates Naaonal Oll Company (ENOC) 
proce ses conden-ate oll and produces wastewater that IS treated at the ENOC Processing Company' 
(EPCL-refinery) w3stewat r treatment plant (ETP) through the use of physical, cherrucal and biologIcal 
treatment processes. This study prO\;des an in-depth de cription of the unit processes employed to 
treat the d.Ifferent waste streams generated at the EPCL refinery and identifies the different types of 
phenols whlCh are formulated In the processes. Characterization of phenol le\'el at EPCL-ETP and 
asses ment of the effectiveness of employed pollution control technolOgIes in reducing phenol level at 
the treatment plant have been conducted In this study. In addition, the study explores the potential 
correlation between phenol level and other water quality parameters in the treated wastewater. 
A thorough review of the adyerse effects of phenols on the receiving environment has been provided 
In trus study. It I well documented that phenol and It derivatives pose a danger to humans and marine 
life In their varyIng toxiciaes. uch toxicity depends on the solubility and persistence of the phenolic 
compound In the system. T11e literature reveals that the sources and formation of phenol and its 
denvaoyes are based on many complex reacaons. 
It wa found that the main sources of phenol in the received waste streams at ENOC-ETP are the 
crude oil tank wastewater drain (average 65.34 mg/l), the desalter effluent (average 0.95 mg/l) and the 
neutralized spent caustic (average 180 mg/l) waste streams. However, there are large fluctuations from 
the a\'erage phenol level within each waste stream. Also, the level of phenol and its derivatives in these 
stream vary slgI1ificantly with phenol, m-p-cresols, o-cresol, tri and tetra-chlorophenols and to a Ie ser 
extent -l--chloro-3-cresol are common among these streams. Based on the average concentration from 
samples collected during thi study and based on the average production of these streams, typical 
phenol 10ad.Ings from tank wastewater drain, neutralized spent caustic and desalter wastewaters are 69.3 
kg, 1497.8 kg and 131.5 kg per year, respectively. Other waste streams have been tested for phenol, but 
xvii 
the contnbutlon of the other wa te treams to phenol loadlng was found to be In 19ruficant due e1ther 
to the low flow rate or low phenol levels in the stream. 
The processe' employed in the treatment plant vary from a semi-continuous flow process (l.e. CPl, 
IGF) to a completely rruxed batch reactor followed by continuous flow packed bed reactors. The study 
shows vanatlons 1n water quality parameters at early tages of treatment but the waste stream is 
homogemzed 1Il the BR and a more or less uniform treated waste stream enters the sand filter and the 
carbon bed. 
The effluent in the wastewater treatment plant, basic odour colour and clarity 1m proves significantly 
through the stages of treatment. The tudy further showed that the most effective process employed 1n 
the reduction of phenols within the plant i the equenClng Batch Reactors ( BR). Tlus is also true for 
the orgamc loading which is reduced mainly by the BR and to a lesser extent by the carbon reactor. 
The reduction of sulphides, like phenols, i almost entirely dependant on the performance of the BR 
umts. 
Ba ed on the analysi of five years (2000-200-1) of daily data, it was found that the correlation between 
phenol level in the di charged treated effluent and levels of COD, BODs and sulphides are weak 
although stati tically slgnificant in most cases. The relationship between BODs and COD in the final 
effluent has been established with a ratio (COD:BODs) of 1.6 to 1 and an average non-degradable 
COD of about 55  mg/l. However, the relationship is again weak due to the scatter of the data as 
reflected by the low value of the coeffic1ent of determination. 
RecommendatlOns are given mainly focusing on conducting further studies, such as characterization of 
waste stream at dlfferent condensate oil refineries, ETP performance, and process optimization. In 
addltlon, further 1t1vestigation is needed to optimize SBR operations by characterizing and ennching 
ffilcroorgamsms that specifically degrade phenol. It is also recommended to study the ETP 




INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
1 . 1 P REFACE 
The de,"elopment of the petroleum and petrochemical industry in the Arabian Gulf region has 
been rapid. In the last 50 years exploration, drilling, extraction, refining and chemical engineering 
actinties of oil and ga industlJ' h ave a ll become essential components in the economy of many 
of the" \rablan Gulf Countries. TIus speedy de elopment has resulted in many changes such as 
land cape, economy, human development and interactions with other regions of the world as 
,,"ell as haying impacts upon the em"ironment and society. In  fact "one of the most serious 
challenge facing the modern l\liddle East are the protection of its enyironment and the need to 
balance sustainable development with em�onmental security" [l\lorris, 2001]. 
Morns [2001] has summarized the main environmental problems in the region as: 
1. I nadequate/ineffective legislation and control of pollution (into all water sources); 
2. I ncreased industrialization with lack of proper effective environmental morutoring systems to 
detect and control this pollution and its subsequent impacts; 
3. I mproper location of industrial and urban development due to the pressures that town 
planning departments have faced due to the rapid growth after the surge of the financial 
resources from oil and gas into the economy. 
\V'lUle there are other environmental issues facing the region, the above tlu:ee are considered the 
most sailent. 
1 
The economic growth wltnes ed in t11e "\E in t11e last 3 decades coupled willi lack of parallel 
adoption of envltonm nt management trategies ha created many environmental challenges in 
the country. These challenges spread ver a wide spectrum including air, water, and land 
polluuon. T illustrate t11e maglUtude of such challenges one has to look at national 
ennronmental figures like solid waste generation rate of73 0 kg/cap/yr, water consumpt:J.on rate 
of 50 -100 l/cap/d, pestiClde appllcation rate of 10 kg/hahr, etc [Gulf ews, February 15'\ 
1999J. 
\'\'ater pollution is a senous concern in ilie UAE. This critical problem is made e\Ten more serious 
\,"lth the fact that water is \Tery scarce in ilie region. Therefore, contamination of surface or 
groundwater resources has dire consequences. The Mtn..isterial Order No. 37 issued under ilie 
Federal Ennronmental Law No. 24-: 1999, Em'ironmental Protection and De\Tclopment, and 
under the RegulatlO1l for tbe Assessment of Environmental Effects of 1mta/lations/ Developments (Annexure 
1) requires an Environmental Impact Assessment (ElA.) study before the execution of any 
refinery project [FEA, 1999]. Thus, ilie oil processing and refining projects are considered on the 
top of the list of projects requiring an ErA. In fact, such projects are also considered in a similar 
h t ill the UK-based Environmental Protection Act and the US-based Environmental Protection 
Agency set up under the National Environmental Protection r\ct (NEPA). 
Oil refineries like most industries use enormous quantities of water. The used water 
contarrunated with hazardous chemicals may be recycled/reused, treated, transported or released. 
\'\'astewater from oil refineries contains several pollutants (such as phenols PCBs, PAHs, hea\)' 
metals and others) and requires appropriate treatment prior to discharge. Environmental 
regulatory agencies are beginning to enforce regulations seeking comprehensive solution for 
facility licensing, permitting and enforcement issues. One of the pollutants of interest to tlus 
study 15 phenol. 
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Many s tucLes ha\Tc been conducted on the toxicity of phenols, and its derivatIves, m \"anous 
recelnng enYlronment . Phenol is a \ astewater quality parameter that the regulator do ely 
cxamine ill the efflu nts/ emission from heavy industry such as refineries. J ebel Ali Free Zone 
.\uthonty OAFZ.A) in Dubai stipulates a maximum phenol leyel of 0.1 ppm for the discharge of 
,-vast water from mdu tnes into the marme environment. Phenol removal from refineries can be 
acluc\'cd by eIther a single or combmation of unit processes (physical, chemical, or biological) . 
o 111\'estigation ha been made on the effectiveness of the commonly employed treatment 
proces es for the removal of phenols from refinery wastewater in the UAE. Due to the severe 
adveLe e ffect of phenol on the marine emTironment and the regulator requirements, it  is 
essentlal to conduct such an investigation. Thus, the rationale behind th.is study tems from the 
fact that the Condensate Refinery E OC Processing Company Ltd (EPCL) must comply with 
the regulatory requirements in the final effluent of treated wastewater. The treatment of e ffluent 
waste,-vater IS, in fact, an integral part of the refmery operations that aUTIS at reducing the adverse 
envlronmental impact of discharged effluents on the marine e lwironment. 
1 .2 OBJECTIVES 
The main objecti\Te of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of treatment processes 
employed at EPCL in reducing phenol levels in the wastewater generated by the refinery. 
Furthermore, the study identifies and characterizes troublesome streams that mainly contribute 
to phenol loading in the refinery wastewater. Specifically, the objectives of this s tudy were: 
1 - Establish a baseline for phenol concentration of refinery wastewater typical to that generated 
at EPCL refinery. 
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2- Im'csugate posslble existence of correlation between phenol and other wastewater paramcters 
such a bJOcherrucal oxygen demand (BODs), chemical oxygen demand (COD), and sulplllde ill 
the effluent of the treatment plant. 
3- .. \ ssess tlle effectiveness of the present operational units at the EPCL Effluent Tr atment Plant 
(ETP) 111 reducing phenol. 
4- Make recommendation on operational, engineering or maintenance changes to improve plant 
performance. 
It is antiClpated tllat tlUs study will provide benchmark data for furtller stuclies tllat may be 
undertaken to asse s tlle effectiveness and process optimization techniques tllat may be 
employed in inlproVing tlle performance of treatment plants processing condensate refinery 
waste. Furthermore, salient points of this study may become the basic scope for further stuclies in 
the future. 
1 .3  APPROACH 
The approach iliat is taken to achieve the above objectives includes characterization of potential 
streams making up the wastewater generated at the EPCL refinery for phenol level in order to 
identify the source of phenol. Samples from the inlet and outlet of each unit process of the 
treatment plant will be collected and analyzed for the target parameters such as temperature, pH, 
sulphides and total clissolved solids (TDS), BODs, COD, TOC, and phenol using standard test 
methods set by the American Public Health Association ( PHA) and the US Environmental 
Protection Agency (US EPA). Individual phenols will be characterized in the effluents at each 
process by the EPA methods using both gas and high performance liquid chromatographic 
meiliods. 
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1.4 SCOPE OF WORK 
The sc pc of this tudy will be limited to the analysis of samples taken during pecific time 
penods and uSillg prenously collected data at EPCL. As such, the conclusions of tlus study are 
purely inchcati,"e of those periods and the basic behavior of the effluent treatment plant units. It 
-hould be noted that the types of effluents being processed at EPCL ETP are directly related to 
the crude condensate that 1 being processed upstream and stored in the refinery storage tanks. 
i'-lost samples are drawn at the same time and therefore tlle inlet conditions of one urut are 
assumed to be tlle same at tlle time the effluent entered the unit that processed the outlet sample. 
In the past batch effects such as slugs could han affected tlle individual results at tlle time of 
sampling and subsequent testing. Also, it is important to realize tllat the effluent in the final pond 
does not necessarily represent one batch. Howe,rer further testing over a 48 hour period using 6-
hour amples was undertaken to establish fluctuation in parameter value of each unit proces . 
It IS important to note that the refinery under study is a condensate refinery and not a full fledged 
hea,} crude oil refinery, thus the effluent will have varying qualities as compared to that of crude 
oil refinenes. 
1.5 THESI S  STRUCTURE 
The thesis is presented ill SlX chapters. Chapter 1 covers introduction, scope and objectlyes of 
tlllS study. It also includes a brief discussion on the approach used to achieve the objectives and 
highlights tlle limitations of this work. Chapter 2 discusses the properties and some key reactions 
of phenols. It addresses the toxic properties of phenols and their effects on both humans and 
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manne u fe (ba ed on an o'-erVlew f the literature) . I t  also ruscusscs the sources of phenol from 
trouble me tream f the EPCL refinery based on discussions with EPCL operatives. Chapter 
') also lOcludcs a compaIl on between different regulations enforced In different 
countnes/agencies in the world that regulate the disposal of treated wastewater. Chapter 3 deta.tl.s 
OC Proc ssing Company Ltd (EPCL) (the first refinery in the emirate of 
Dubru) and the urut operati ns employed at its ETP. Chapter 4 addresses the sampling 
POInts/locatIOn , sampling frequency as well as sampling and test methods employed in this 
study. Result obtained in this study are presented and discussed in Chapter 5. The chapter 
further pre ents historical data that were used to explore correlations between water quality 
parameter in the effluent of EPCL Wastewater Treatment Plant. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the 
conclusions (based upon the objecti\res outlined in Chapter 1 ) ,  and outlines recommendations for 




SOURCES, IMPACT AND DISPOSAL REGULATIONS 
2. 1 I NT RODUCTION 
The production/generation of industrial wastewater has steaclily increased with the growth of  
variou indu trie . Water being the most essential resource of  life processes, must be  carefully 
looked at especially in industrialized areas/countries. The discharge of industrial wastewater into 
water bodies 'will have different impacts based on its clilution and the living systems in the receiving 
environment. 
Refinery ,vastewater contain phenols along with other organic pollutants . Phenols are toxic to most 
liying systems. Wastewater treatment plants, therefore, should reduce the phenol level in the 
wa tewater and ensure that the levels are carefully controlled prior to its discharge. 
This chapter is a literature review of the properties of phenol and its sources of existence in refinery 
wastewaters. The adverse effects and impacts of  phenol on the living environment are reviewed with 
respect to discharges into the harbour and marine waters. In addition, the reduction of phenol 
through treatment is briefly discussed and evaluated in light of the experience of mainly the ENOC 
Processing Company Ltd (EPCL) that was established in Jebel Ali, Dubai, UAE in 1 998. 
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2.2 PHENOL 
2.2. 1 Properties of Phenol 
Phenol '.va di covered in 1 834 when it was successfully isolated from coal tar.  It was then named 
carbolIc acid, "wluch is in fact a name still used for liquid phenol containing more than 5% water by 
'"OlLUne. The compound was not named phenol until 1 84 1 .  Other synonyms of phenol include 
benzenol, oxy-benzene, phenic acid, phenyl hydroxide, cabolic acid, hydro"-l'-benzene, phenol, 
ge cholzen and orne others [Fremantle, 1 99 1 ] .  
Phenols illclude a wide variety of organic chemicals. These chemicals arise from tlle distillation of 
coal and \,'ood and from oil refineries. Phenols may be classified into mono-hydridric, diliydric, and 
poly-hydnc phenols depending on the number of hydroxyl groups attached to the aromatic ring. 
Phenol itself (Fig. 2 . 1 ) ,  which has but one hydroxyl group, is ilie most typical of the group and ilie 
group is often used as a model compound. Phenol has an empirical formula of C6HsOH, a 
molecular weight of 94. 1 1  glmol, and is composed of 76 .57% carbon, 1 7 .0% oxygen and 6.43% 
hydrogen. At 25°C it  is a clear, colourless, hydroscopic, deliquescent, crystalline solid, and changes 
colour if impurities exist [Rave and Hageman, 1 989] . 
OH 
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Fig. 2.1:  Structure of Phenol 
\X'hen stored in shore tanks, there is usually some kind of heating facilities for the tank with mixers 
to keep the phenol liquid in colder climates . Also, there is usually heat tracing on the transfer lines 
on all terminals handling phenol. It melts at about 40 to 43°C and boils at about 1 8 1 .75°C [Nuffield, 
1 984] . It has a vapour pressure of about 0.35 rom Hg at 25°C. In its solid form, phenol has a specific 
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graVIty of about 1 .07 1 and 1 .049 in the liquid form. Phenol has a high solubility in water of 62 gil at 
1 6  , with the amount dis olved increasing with lllcrease in temperature. Phenol is also oluble in 
organic solvents uch as benzene, alcohol, chloroform, ether, glycerol, carbon sulphide, and 
petrolactum. The octanol-water partition coefficien t for phenol i 3 1  [Rave and Hageman,1 989) . 
Phenol when produced is generally recovered from coal tar, and considerable amounts are 
manufactured synthetically. I t  is used extensively in the synthesis of  organic compounds and in 
particular phenohc-type resins. I t  occurs as a natural component in industrial wastes from the coal­
ga , coal-co Icing, and petroleum industries a well as in a wide range and variety of industrial wastes 
from processes involving the use of phenol as a raw material .  
Phenol has a characteristic smell and like alcohols, phenols have higher boiling points than one 
rrught expect. Trus is due to the intermolecular forces of hydrogen bonding. For example to draw a 
comparison, 2-nitro-phenol has a lower boiling point than 4-nitrophenol wruch is due to the fact 
that the former molecule exrubits intra-molecular forces whereas the latter molecule has more 
llltermolecular bonding forces and is thus less volatile. Phenol is both moisture and light sensitive 
and reacts violently with oxidizing agents. It is a stable compound but can burn explosively when 
heated. Phenol is only partially miscible with water at temperatures less than 66°C [Hart et a!., 1 99 1 ] .  
Phenol can b e  prepared in the laboratory b y  fusing the anhydrous sodium salt o f  benzenesulphonic 
acid with solid sodium hydroxide between 300 and 350°C and then followed by the addition of 








Fig. 2.2:  Laboratory preparation of phenol. 
2.2.2 Common Properties and Reactions of Phenols 
Phenol exhibits \veakly acidic properties with a pKa value of  about 9 .95 .  Thus, it is lightly acidic 
although it i still a stronger acid than methanol, ethanol and water. The phenolate ion produced by 
the 10 s of an H+ ion is tabilized by de-localization of the negative charge [Nuffield, 1 984] . 
Like alcohols, phenols react with strongly electropositive metals such as sodium to produce 
hydrogen. Howeyer, unlike alcohols, phenols react with sodium hydroxide. It is not as strong an acid 
as the carboxylic acids, such as ethanoic acid or benzoic acid which liberate carbon dioxide from 
sod1um hydrogen-carbonate or sodium whereas phenol does not. This reaction is in fact used to 
distinguish between carboxylic acids and phenols. 
Although phenol does not react with carboxylic acids to form esters, it does react with acid chlorides 
in alkaline solutions in reactions called acylation reactions. Phenols also react with halegeno-alkanes 
under alkaline conditions to form ethers and these reactions are an example of what is known as 
Williamson's Synthesis. The reaction of phenol with pho phoros penta-chloride works and unlike 
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ale hols, phenol does not react with hydrogen halides or pho phorous tcihalides .  HO\"vever, it doe 
react lowly Yi:ith ph phoru penta-chlonde to poorly peld a chloro-benzene [Fremantle, 1 9 9 1 ] . 
I ron (I I I) chlorIde, when in a neutral solution and then added to phenol, a complex is formed 'with a 
ell tmct VIolet colour. This is generally used as a test for phenol. This reaction is also generally 
characterisuc of compounds containing the - enol group.  I t  is very critical to understand how tl1e 
benzene ring behaves in phenol becau e phenol undergoes electrophilic substitution more readily 
than benzene alone. Thi is basically because the non-bonding electrons on the oxygen atom are 
drawn 111to the ring, and tl1ereby activate the ring. The hydro,,-),l group is a 2,4-directing with respect 
to the electrophilic ubstitutions. 
H alogenation reactions with phenol occur under much milder conditions when compared to similar 
reaction with benzene alone. For example, when bromine water i added to an aqueous solution of 
phenol, a white precipitate of 2,4,6-t1-ibromophenol is formed. Besides UV, the reaction requires a 
Lewis catalyst (typically iron (I I I) bromide and aluminium chloride) . These compounds work by the 
111duction of polarization in the halogen molecule, which forms a complex with the catalyst. Thus, an 
111terim bromide complex must be formed and then the bromo-benzene is formed in addition to 
hydrogen bromide and iron (II I) bromide in the regeneration of the catalyst [Fremantle, 1 99 1 ;  H art 
et al . ,  1 99 1 ] .  
Phenol can also undergo nitrification using diluted nitric acid . I n  this reaction about 70% o f  the yield 
1S 2-rutrophenol and 30% is 4-nitrophenol. When compared to benzene these are very mild 
conditions. A s  such benzene requires a concentrated mixture of both nitric and sulphuric acid for 
nitrification to occur [Hart et al . ,  1 99 1 ] .  The 2-nitrophenol and 4-nitrophenol are much stronger 
acids than phenol and this is due to the nitro group being a strong electron withdrawer. As a result, 
tl1e benzene ring withdraws more electrons from the oxygen atom in the hydroxyl group. 
1 1  
In  the sulphonation reaction', concentrated sulphuric acid reacts ",rith phenol to produce a tn.L'Xture 
of  hydro benzene ulphonic acid in a proportion of 1 5  and 85% yields for 2-hydrobenzenesulphonic 
acid and -t-hydrobenzene ulphonic acid, respectively. This is only true for concentrated acid addition 
ill the reaction. The two products are formed in this reaction with concentrated nitric acid to form a 
2,-t,6-trinitrophenol. TIlls is a yellow crystalline olid called picric acid. Due to the combination of 
the \\-ithdrawing power of the three nitro groups, picric acid is a relatively strong organic acid. I t  has 
a pKa ,ralue of 1 and will liberate carbon dioxide from sodium carbonate solution (Fremantle, 1 99 1 ;  
Hart et al . ,  1 99 1 ] .  
With reference to coupling reactions, a n  alkaline solution of phenol reacts with benzenediazonium 
chloride solution to form an orange precipitate of 4-hydroxyphenylazonbenzene. This product is 
called an azo dye and this reaction is an example of a phenol coupling reaction. Phenols volatility is 
quite high and ranks one of tl1.e highest in terms of typical organic contaminants in wastewaters. The 
Henry's constant (KJ is approximately 4.57x 1 07 atm-m3/mol at 20ce. In general, if the KH constant 
value exceeds 0.01 atm-m3/mol, the compound can be removed easily by air stripping. {oreover, 
when compared to other compounds tl1e water solubility is very high (93000 mg/l at 20cC) whereas 
that  of benzene is about 1 780 mg/l, for toluene is 1 00 mg/l, and for 2-nitrophenol is 2 1 00 mg/I. 
TIus may explain the high mobility of phenol in aqueous systems [Sawyer et al., 1 994] . 
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2.2.3 Phenol Derivatives 
'111cre are various types of phenol derivates and compounds which may exist ill petroleum 
h) drocarbon and thus in refinery wastewaters. This section will discuss in brief the different types 
of phenols that may exist in the wastewater and treated waters. These phenols are pt'in1arily cresols, 
chlorophenols and nitro-phenols. 
2.2 .3 . 1  C resols : [\ HO, IPCS, HSG 1 00, 1 996] 
P�l'sl(al and Chemical Properties: Cresols are isomeric substituted phenols with a methyl substituent at 
one of the 0-, Ill-, or p- positions relati,'e to the OH-group (Fig. 2 .3) with a molecular formula 
C,HsO and a molecular mass of 1 08. 1 4. Phy ically, they are white crystalline solids or yellowish 
liquids with a strong phenol-like odour. The compounds are highly flammable, moderately soluble in 
water and soluble in ethanol, ether, acetone, or alkali hydroxides chemically, these alkyl phenols 
undergo electrophilic substitution reactions at the vacant 0- or p-positions or undergo condensation 
reaction with aldehydes, ketones, or dienes. The melting points range between 1 2.22 to 34.74°C for 
171, 0 and p-cresols respectively. The flash-point of cresols is between 80 and 85°C and the ignition 
temperature for all three isomers is 558°C. Other information on the full chemical and physical 
quality can be referred to from standard books of reference data. 
C 3 
o-cresol m-cresol p-cresol 2 ,4-dimethyl phenol 4-chloro-3-cresol 
Fig. 2.3: Examples of cresols 
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AIlIl!},sis of auo!s: Cresol can be detected and quantified ill a number of envtronmental and 
biologtcal sample . The mo t common methods for determining the presence of cresols are gas 
c hromatography (GC) and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) . Sample detection 
linuts are typically around 4- 1 0  f-lg/l in water for all cresols. 
Prodllctioll alld Uses: Although cresols and cresol derivatives occur naturally in the oils of various 
flowerlllg plants and tree , such as j asmine, Easter lily, yucca, conifers, oaks, and sandalwoods and 
even p-cresol is found ill the urine of animals and humans. Commercially, cresols are produced as 
by-products in the fractional di tillation/refining of crude oil and coal tars and in coal gasification. 
TI1e ,'anous isomer can be manufactured and formed by the methylation of phenols, toluene 
�ulfonation and alkaline hydrolysis, or the hydrolysis of 2-1 optopyltoluene or alkaline cllloro-
toluene. Cre 01 have a v;�de variety of uses as solvents, disinfectants, or intermediates in the 
preparation of numerous products. They are commonly used in the production of fragrances, 
antioxidant , dyes ,  pesticide , and resins .  In addition, p-cresol is used in the production of lubrica ting 
oils, motor fuels, and rubber polymers while m-cresol is also used in the manufacture of explosives. 
Gmeral HumaJlli'viarine Life Exposllre Hazards: The general population can be exposed to cresols 
through air inhalation, drinking-water, food, and beverage ingestion, and dermal contact. In general, 
the lack of adequate monitoring data make the quantitative estimate of daily intakes of cresol from 
the e sources impossible. Occupational exposure levels in air as high as 5.0 mg/m3 have been 
reported. Cresols, at  concentrations normally found in the environment do not pose any s1gtlificant 
risk for the general population. However, the potential for adverse health effects exists for specific 
sub-populations and under conditions of high exposure. No in formation is available regarding the 
effects of long-term exposure to cresols. Thus, information to assess the carcinogeruc hazard of 
cresols is inadequate. As far as the impacts on marine life, observations on microorganisms, 
invertebrates ,  and fish show that cresols may present a risk for non-mammalian organisms at point 
sources with high cresol concentrations, but not in the general environment. 
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2.3.2.2 CWoro-phenols ['J H O  IPCS, HSG 20, 2000] 
Physical and Chem;ral Properties: Chlorophenols can fonn ill processillg of hydrocarbon and 
\Va tewater. Chlorophenols ,'ary in molecular weight depending mainly on the number of chlorine 
sub tltuents on the ring (Fig. 2.4) .  The molecular formulas are CIC6H40 H ,  Cl2C6H)OH, Cl3CGHZOH, 
Cl4C6HOH and ClSC60H for the single, double, triple, tetra and penta-chlorophenols, respectively. 
Thus the molecular weights range from 1 28.5-266. 5  for the previous compounds. The boiling 
I oint , meltmg points and den ities increase with the number of chlorine substitutions.  Although 
the ��pour pressure remain the same, the water olubility is drastically reduced with increase in 
'ubstltutions. The water solubility (in mg/l) is reduced from 28,000 to 900 from the single to the tri­
chlorophenol [\VHO, 1 996] . 
.LiIlO{l'sis of chlorophenols: EPA med1.ods 604[US EPA 1 985] , 525 [US EPA, 1 988] and 8270 [EPA, 
1 986] are used for the determination of chlorophenols . The most sensitive technique involves the 
formation of the pentafluorobenzyl ether derivatives (an option in method 604); the method has a 
detection limit of 0.5-5 I-lg/l. Chlorophenols can also be determined by gas chromatography with an 
electron-capture detector. The detection limits are 1 - 1 0  I-lg/l for monochlorophenols, 0.5 I-lg/l for 
dichlorophenols, and 0.01 I-lg/l for trichlorophenols [Traud, 1 978] . 
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EPA method 6 ..t [U EP A 1 985], 525 [US EP , 1 988] and 8270 [EPA, 1 986] are used for the 
determination of chlorophenols. The rno t sensltive technique im-olves the formation of the 
pentafluorobenzyl ether derivatives (an option in method 604); the med10d has a detection linut of 
0 .5-5 �tg/l. hlorophenols can also be determined by gas chromatography with an electron-capture 
detector. The detection linUts are 1 -1 0  �/l for monochlorophenols, 0 .5 �g/l for dichlorophenols, 
and 0 .01  �g/l for trichlorophenols [Traud, 1 978] .  




2,4,5 -trichlorophen o l  2,3 ,4,5 -tetrach lorophenol 




CI I CI CI 
Pentachlorophenol 
Prodllction and Uses: Chlorophenol (2-CP) is used as a precursor in the production of lUgher 
chlorophenols and dyestuffs, and as a preservative. 2,4, dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP) is used as a 
mothproofing agent, germicide and antiseptic, and in the production of the pesticide 2, 4 
dichlorphenol (2,4-D). The 2,4,6 trichlorophenol (2,4,6-TCP) is used in the production of 
2,3,4,6-tetrachlorophenol and pentachlorophenol, and as a germicide, glue, wood preservative, 
and antinuldew agent [Feiter, 1 979; Doedens, 1 936] . 
General Humanllvlan'Jle Life Exposure Hazards: Chlorophenols are present in drinking-water as a 
result of the chlorination of phenols during disinfection, as by-products of the reaction of 
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hypochlonte with phenolic acids, a blOcides or as degradation products of phenoxy 
herbicIdes. Data from 40 anaruan treatment plants indicate that chlorophenol levels 111 
dnnkmg water are generally quite low but vary considerably from one location to another 
[� ithole and '\' illiams, 1 986] . Chlorination increa ed the concentrations of 2-CP (maximum 65 
ng/l), 2,4-DCP (72 ng/l), and 2,4,6-TCP (7 1 9  ng/l) .  Drinking-water from the Ruhr area of 
Gemlany contained 2,4-DCP at 36 ng/l and 2,4,6-TCP at 1 ng/l [Traud, 1 978] .  
Chlorophenol' are well absorbed after oral ad!nin.istration [Carpenter et al., 1 985] , and they 
readily penetrate the kin [Roberts et al . ,  1 977] . Chlorophenols do not appear to accumulate in 
body tis ues in rats but are rapidly metabolized and eliminated from the body [Somani et al . , 
1 982] . The major metabolite is the glucuronide conjugate of the parent chlorophenol. Less 
abundant metabolItes include sulfate conjugates and possibly chloro-methoxyphenol isomers 
of the parent compounds [Carpenter et a1. , 1 985] . Chlorophenols are readily excreted as 
glucuronide conjugate in urine and, to a lesser extent, faeces [Korte et aI. , 1 978] . 
2.2.3.3 Nitro-phenols [WHO, IPCS, HSG 20, 2000] 
PILysicaf and Chemical Properties: TIle nitro-phenols (0- and p-nitro-phenol) share the imperial 
formula of C6HsNOz and both have a molecular mass of 1 39 . 1  (Fig. 2 .5) .  The melting points 
range between 44-45°C for 2-nitrophenol and 1 1 3- 1 1 4°C for 4-nitopheol. The boiling points 
al 0 differ with 2 1 6  and 279°C for the 2-nitro and 4-nitro isomers, respectively. The water 
solubility of 4-nitrophenol is significantly higher at about 1 2.4  gil as opposed to 1 .26 gil for 2-
nitro-phenol. They both have a similar dissociation constant at 2 1 . 5°C [\X1HO, 2000] . 
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2-nitrophenol 4-nitrophenol 
Fig. 2.5:  Structure of nitro-phenols 
Alla!.l'SlS qf l1itro,pheJloi.r: The analytical methods for the determination of nitro-phenols are 
u ually GC detectIon but they also can be detected using the flame ionization methods and 
electron capture methods. Generally, a solid-phase adsorption method with thermal or 
extraction from water samples is undertaken, 
Production alld Uses: Nitro-phenols are not found naturally and are therefore chemically 
synthesized by pecialist manufacturers, Both are used as intermediates in the synthesis of azo 
dye and a number of pesticides, mainly insecticides and to lesser extent herbicides. [WHO, 
2000] 
General H1f7JJan!1I1an'm L;,fe E>..posure Hazards: Nitro-phenols have some impacts on human 
beings , The follO'wing is an extract from the executive summary of WHO International 
Program on Chemical Safety publication: "There is only limited information concerning the 
toxicological profiles of 2- and 4-nitrophenol. In experimental animals given 4-nitrophenol 
orally, intravenously, or otherwise most of the applied dose was excreted via the urine within 
24-48 hr as glucuronid and sulfate conjugates, wIllie only very small amounts were excreted via 
faeces or as unchanged 4-nitrophenol. The percentages of  glucuronide and sulfate conjugates 
were shown to be species and dose dependent. A fter oral dosing in rabbits, 4-nitrophenol 
undergoes reduction to p-aminophenol as well as glucuronidation and sulfation [WHO, 1 996] . 
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The avauable data from in villo and ill l'ltro studies give an indication for dermal uptake of 4-
rutroph no1. The data for 2-nitrophenol are very limited howe\'er, based on the available data 
a comparable metabolic trans formation is as umed. Bi accumulation of 2- and 4--nitrophenol 
11  orgarusms i not to be expected owing to its rapid metabolism and excretion. In acute 
'tucites, 4-rutrophenol i harmful after oral uptake and was found to be more toxic than 2-
nitrophenol. �\ dose-dependent increase in the fonnauon of methaemoglobin was seen in cats 
a fter oral e"'l'osure to 2-nitrophenol and in rats after exposure by inhalation to 4-nitropheno1. 
A fter repeated exposure to 4-nitrophenol, the formation of methaemoglobin was shown to be 
the mo t critical end-point for exposure by inhalation and is assumed to be relevant for oral 
e:\.-posure too.  Other noted effects included decreases in body weight gain, differences in organ 
\\'eights focal fatty degeneration of the liver, and haematological changes. For the e effects, it 
was not po sible to ldentify a clear dose-response. 2-Nitrophenol is slightly irritating to the 
skin but non-irritating to the eye. The substance proved to have no sensitizing effects in a 
Buehler test. Based on valid studies v;rith experimental animals, irritating e ffects on skin and 
ere are assumed for 4-nitrophenol. In a guinea-pig maximization test, 4-nitrophenol was 
considered as slightly sensitizing. In humans, a possible sensitization after contact v;rith 4-
rutrophenol cannot be excluded, especially as skin sensitization has been found in patch tests 
on fac tory workers who may have been e:\.l'0sed to 4-nitropheno1. either of tl1e two isomers 
of rutro-phenol has been fully tested for geno-toxicity. Insufficient data are available on 2-
nitrophenol to allow any conclusions to be made about its possible mutagenicity. More 
mutagenicity studies are available for 4-nitrophenol, altl10ugh some were inadequately 
reported. 
There are some registered e ffects on marine life mth relative toxicities that may affect the 
marine life to different magnitudes. This issue was briefly researched and an extract  is 
prm:i.ded from the WHO International Program on Chemical Safety Publication. 
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':AnJOJlg all tested orgClnisms, the protozoan Entosiphofl slllcatlfm (Ind tbe green alga 5 cenedes!l7lfs sltbspicatlls 
prot'cd to be fIIOJ! sensilil'e ill chromc cell Illllitiplication inhibition tests lvith freshwater species. Daphnia 
Ilh;Gl1C1 exhibited II 2 1 -dc!J 10IJlest-obseroed-effect ow/centration (LOEC) d / .0  mg 2-llitrophel/ol/ litre ill the 
DaplJllia n'Prodllctioll lest /K.oerdel et a/., /98-1). The entoproct Barentsia matsushimana was the most 
smsili,'e marine it1/'eltebrate species tested, exbibiting a .f.9-dqy EC50 vallie dO.21  mg 4-llitropbenol/ I and a 
minimal eJjectil'C Cfmcmtratioll (ECm) d 0.03 1111,/1 (endpoillt: grOlvth d germinated spores) (5 cholv 1986). 
Prpshwater fish sbowed 1m sellSitil'l/y. The lowest 96-h LC50 value d 3.8 mg 4-llitrophenol/ I lvas  determined 
for rainbow trout (Olleorl!J!11chus t'Q!kzSJ) /Howe et ai, 1994]. The measured Ilo-obseroed-effect cOllcentration 
1 TOEC) for behat!iol(ral changes in a 28-dl!J flow-thr"011gh lest ]JJith zebra fish was 2 mg 2-tlitrophellol/ I 
meeker et ai , 1 98.f.}. After prolo1lged e:posure d zebra fish to .f.-nitropbmol, minor morphological 
alteratiolls d tbe lil'er, et'm at a com-elltration d 0. 1 mg/ /, were observed At 1 and 5 mg/ I, about 25% of tbe 
animals showed !),mJJto111s d degeneratilJe traJl.rjormatiofl d tbe liver tiHue [Braullbeck et ai , 1989]. " 
2.3 ENVI RONMENTAL I MPACT OF PHENOL 
2.3 .1  Toxicity of Phenol 
The e ffect of phenol toxicology IS through interference with the different types of bio-
transformations in conjugation reactions such as oxidation, reduction, glycuronide and glycine. 
As an example in the phenolic hydroxyl and some more aromatic nitro compounds become 
arnines ,vith the hydroxy-amines and aliphatic carbm.:yls do not, except in the instances where 
the latter group is a ttached to a tertiary carbon atom. Both stable ether-type and unstable ester-
type glycuronides are formed, depending on the group conjugated. 
A fter absorption in the body, chemicals can be converted to less toxic, non-toxic, or more 
toxic derivatives by the P-4S0 monooxygenases located in the liver microsomol mooth 
endoplasmic reticulum. Arene oxides are intermediates in the bio-transformation of phenols, 
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tran -dihydrodiols, and permercapturic aCld , and their steady-state concentrations are related 
to rates of fom1ation and the ability to isomorize to phenols, react with the glutathion, and 
undergo enzymatic hydration. Cytotoxcity 1S caused by these inte1111ediates, which cO"i'alently 
bll1d to tl ue macromolecule . Epoxide hydrases are involved in the transformation of arene 
oXldcs to potent epoxide . Gluthtbione conjugatlon of arene oxides is a major pathway that 
sigruficantly affects tl1eir tissue concentration and any process that depletes liver glutbion 
concentrations can produce serious toxic effect [Haley et al., 1 987] . 
2.3.2 H uman Exposure to Phenols 
Phenol has orne critical hazards to humans. The substance is caustic and hazardous. It can 
enter the organi m Yla lie skin, by inhalation or by ingestion. I t  is corrosive to eyes, skin and 
lie respiratory ystem. A ccording to the National Fire Protection Association (based on 
sub tance U number), phenol is ranked at number 4 (on a scale of 0 to 4) from a healtl1 
hazard point-of-"i�ew [VOPAK Organisation, 2002] . 
The ingestion of small quantities of phenol can cause or induce vomiting, circulatory collapse, 
tachypnea, peralysis, convolutions, coma, greenish or smoke coloured urine, necroses of the 
mouli and gastrointestinal tract, icterus, death by suffocation and at tin1es cardiac arrest. The 
u EPA classified phenol as one of the priority pollutants [US EPA, 1 979] . With respect to 
chromc toxicity it is similar to acute toxicity but by lesser amounts of phenols over extended 
periods [Haley et aI. , 1 987] .  The LD50 for phenol (oral-rat) is 3 1 7  mg/kg and for dermal-rat 
contact it is 669 mg/kg [VOP AK Organisation, 2002] .  Some studies have shown tl1at phenol 
in a concentration of 1 )-Lg/I would not interfere with domestic water supplies [l\Jckee and 
Wolfe, 1 963] . 
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Phenol ha deletenous effects on the water quality especially in the presence of chlorine. This 
is clearly reflected by etting the maximum allowable concentration of phenol in drinking 
water to 0.00 1 mg/l for chlorinated water as compared to 1 .0 mg/l for non-chlorinated water. 
Problems with chI rinated phenols in drinking water supplies stem from the fact that phenol is 
not remm'ed efficiently by the traditional and conventional methods of water treatment. 
[Alber meyer and von Erichsen, 1 959] . Reaction of phenol with chlorine re ults in the 
formation of more odorific compounds and perhaps more toxic as well. The EPA has 
obselyed, ho\vever, that there is no demonstrative relationship between organoleptic and 
human health effect , for drinking wa ter at or below the standards [US EPA, 1 979] . 
2.3.3 I mpacts of Phenol on Marine Aquatic Life 
Phenols are categorized a highly persistent and toxic pollutant in marine environment. They 
enter costal waters through wastewater discharges from a wide range of chemical and 
petrochemical industries that include refineries and oil/gas processing. Presence of phenol in a 
lake or a riYer has serrou effects on aquatic life, and the taste and odour of fish. For example; 
taste and odour of edible fish on average is affected at 1 5-25 mg/l phenol concentration. 
The impact of phenolic compounds on water quality is even tangible at trace levels « 1  mg/l) . 
The recent EPA criterion for phenol is set at 3 . 5  mg/l to prevent most toxic effects to 
saltwater and freshwater aquatic species [US EPA, 1 979] . The 1 975 Cl1.terion was set at 1 �g /1 
for both surface and domestic water supplies where chlorination is used. For comparison, 
EPA estimated that a level of 0.3 mg/l would be necessary to control undesirable taste and 
odour of ambient water [US EPA, 1 979] . It is important to note that most studies analyse for 
concentration of phenolic compounds rather than phenol alone, especially when studying the 
effects on marine life [Rave and Hageman, 1 989) . 
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eneraUy the lethal-dose 50 (LDsO) phenol is 5 mg/l for fish.  However, phenolic compounds 
unpart a broad spectrum toxicity depending upon type and position of substitutIon in the 
actual ling ill the molecule. For example, LDsO: trout embryos are 2 mg/l for o-cresol 
[VOPAK Organi ation, 2002] . 
'tuille haye hown that some environmental conditions will increase the toxicity of phenol. 
Based on studies conducted by the European I nland Fisheries Advisory commission [ 1 973], 
10\\"er di solyed oJo.,·-ygen concentrations, increased salinity, and increased temperature all 
enhance the toxicity of phenol. It has also been shown that phenol and o-cresol have a 24 
hour LC-sO of about 5 and 2 mg/l, respectively, for trout embryos [Albersmeyer and \'on 
Erichsen, 1 959] . Rainbow trout were killed in 7.3 mg/l phenol in 2 hours and in 6.5 mg/l 
phenol in 1 2  hours. t these concentrations there was rapid damage to gills and severe 
pathological effects on other tissues [Mitrovic et aI, 1 968] . Also pathological changes in gills 
and in fish tissues were found at concentrations in the range of 20 to 70 f-Lg/I [Reichenbach et 
al. , 1 965] .  
I n  some review of  the literature it was found that low concentrations o f  about 200 f-Lg/I may 
illterfere with aquatic life. Most of the heterotrophic material and yeast isolates from mangrove 
swamps could tolerate and grow at 0.5% concentration of phenol [Mckee et al, 1 963]. 
humway [ 1 966] estimated threshold fish flesh tainting concentrations from 0. 1 to 1 5  f-Lg /1. 
The o-chlorophenol produced tainting at even lower concentrations [Shumway, 1 966] . 
Phenolic compounds can affect freshwater fish adversely by direct toxicity to fish and fish-
food organisms; by lowering the amount of available oxygen because of the high oxygen 
demand of the compounds and perhaps by tainting the £ish tissue and flesh. Studies conducted 
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such n tho e by the European Inland Fisheries Advisory ComtrusslOn [ 1 9 73] confirmed the 
adverse effects of phenol on adult and immature organisms. l\Ioreover, an investigation on 
or ters howed that phenol re ults ill a decrease in egg development at levels of about 2 mg/l 
[DaV1s and Hldu, 1 969 ] .  
A major ae thetic problem associated with phenolic compounds i s  their organoleptic 
propertle ill ,vater and fish flesh. Threshold odour levels range from 55 Il-g/l of p-cresol to 
about 2 Il-g/I for 2,chlorophenol based on studies conducted by various researchers [Rosen et 
a1. 1 962; Burttchell, 1 959] . 
2.3 .-1- Effects of Phenol on Micro-organisms 
Pre ence of phenol in many cultures, even at low concentrations, has deleterious effect on the 
actinty of micro-organisms [Harrington et al . ,  1 999] . For example, degradation of glucose by 
Pseudomonas fluorescent is inhibited at a phenol concentration of 5 .6 mg/1. At phenol 
concentration of 64 mg/l, inhibition of cell multiplication for Pseudomana starts 
[Verschueren, 1 977] .  The ability of microbial activity in degrading organic matter present in 
,vastewater is inhibited by the presence of phenol as clearly demonstrated in Table 2 . 1 . 
Table 2 . 1  Effect of phenol on BOD [Verschueren, 1 977] . 
Time period (days) BODim�!l 
Original samEle 100 mg/l phenol added 
5 5 0 
1 0  1 3  2 
1 5  1 4  3 
20 1 5  4 
25 1 6  7 
30 1 6  9 
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BOD IS a common method for the determination of organic matter ill a sample. However, it 
should be noted that in the presence of toxins there is at times an inhibItion of the bacterial 
acti" ity whIch act on oxidizing the biochemical organics in the wastewater. Such toxins are 
phenols, P H and B ETX [ bu Dahab, 1 992] .  ThIs would furthermore explain the behaviour 
descnbed ill Table 2. 1 .  
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2.4 LOCAL, REGIONAL, AND I NTE RNATI ONAL WATE R  QUALITY 
STANDARDS 
Table 2.2 glves a comparative list of water quality discharge limits set by local, regional, and 
lnternational authoritie . The table includes phenol along with other water quality parameters. 
EP L Refinery operates within the jurisdiction Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority GAFZA) and 
therefore requires that the refinery meet all the regulation requirements as given in JAFZA 
promulgated regulations .  
Table 2.2:  Different effluent discharge regulatory standards from around the world! 
Parameter, Dubru J.-\FZA2 Oman Malaysian I taly France Sauch SWISS US 
mg 1 i\fwuClpahty (for Arabia EPN 
unless agricultural or (chrect 




COD 1 25 ] 00 200 1 00 1 60 1 50 200 NA 2 1 .3 
BODs 20 20 20 50 -+0 30-40 30 30 4.25 
Phenols 0. 1 0 . 1  0.002 1 0.5 0 .5-1  0 .5  0.2 0.027 
- TSS 25 20 30 1 00 80 30 1 5  30 3.6 
Oil and 1 0  5 0.5 1 0  5- NA 1 0  20 1 .3 
Grease 20 
Turbidity 75 50 NR NR NR NA 1 5  NR NA 
(NTU) 
Sulfides 0. 1 0.05 0. 1 0 .5 1 n-\ 0. 1 NR 0.024 
Iron 2 0.3 5 5 2 NA 1 0  1 NA 
Zinc 0 . 1  0 . 1  5 1 0.5 NA 5 2 NA 
Temp.(oC) KR NR NR 40 NR NA By case 30 NA 
IDS NR < 5000 NR NR NR NA NR NR NA 
DO NR Min. 2 NR NR NR N.-\ Min. 4 NR n-\ 
pH 6-9 6.5-8.5 6-9 5.5-9 5.5- 5.5-8.5 6-9 6.5- 6-9 
(urutless) 9.5 8.5 
I , R= Not Regulated, NA = ot applicable; NTU = Nephelometric Turbidity Units. 
2 JAFZA = Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority wruch is the local authority having environmental jurisdictIOn upon 
EPCL. 
3 EPA speCIfies effluent limits and the luruts vary from one I11dustry to anotl1er, 30-day averages. The reference 
refers to EP_-\ document EPA440/ 1 -82!0 1 4  for discharge from petroleum refining industry. The limits are 
speCified as per 1 000 barrels of oil processed, [Nelson et aI., 1 99 1 )  
[Source: Various sources of water quality regulations through personnel communications with Refinery 
operatives, 2002] 
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1be general eff1uent discharge regulation generally ary s1gnificantly between the clifferent 
regulator in tlle world. The e clifferences are possibility attributed to the foreseen further use 
of the effluent and/or the target envlronments in which the treated wastewaters are entering. 
For phenol, the maximum allm able concentration for discharge is 1 mg/l and that is generally 
to a long ea outfall.  The JAFZA regulations which have jutlsdiction over EPCL have dropped 
tllell tandard from 0 .5  to 0. 1 mg/l for phenol. This has an impact on EPCL in encouraging 
more clo ely controlled operation to prevent pollution and exceeding tlus very stringent 
standard. 
2.5 PHENOL IN CONDENSATE OIL REFINARY WASTEWATE R  
The fomlation of phenol in crude oil and condensates i s  based o n  clifferent pre-processes that 
ill1ght have taken place. A common sense solution to pollution is to reduce tlle contaminant 
at the source itself. Thus, understanding the sources in which phenol evolves, may lead to 
better management and control of tlUs chenUcal in treated wastewater. However, tlUs may not 
always be possible especially at times when phenol is evolving from different sources and 
proce ses. It  is both an engineering and feasibility call which may determine that a fter 
collection of the wastewater from various sources; an application of the waste reduction 
method should then be employed. 
A maJor source of phenolic pollution comes from industrial sources. In oil refineries the 
typical range of phenol concentration ill waste 1S 50 to 1 85 ppm for catalytic cracking 
'wastewater to sour water streams, respectively [Abuzaid, 1 995] . SinUlar levels of phenols in 
waste streams of a full fledged oil refinery have also been reported by Patterson [ 1 998] . The 
author reported that the level of phenols typically falls in the range 80- 1 85 ppm for raw outlets 
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our ,-vater, 40-80 ppm for general \Va te tream, about 0 ppm for post-stripping, 40-50 ppm 
for catalytic cracker, and 1 0- 1 00 ppm for general wastewater. 
A bne f  de cription of the culprit processes of few target waste steams of a condensate refinery 
(typlcal to the one under study) i given below. The target streams are those suspected to have 
appreciable levels of phenols. The processes upstream of the treatment plant will be di cussed 
in light of  process description and typical pollutant design loading. This ection will further 
define the different wars tl1at phenol finds its way in to the refinery wastewater, and tl1ese are 
di cu ed witl1 respect to each suspected stream. The function of each operation is explained 
\\'ltl1 rea on why and then an explanation to how the phenol actually becomes a contaminant 
in the wastewater being emitted from the following tluee sources in the refinery. The 
su pected stream given below are based on refinery operative discussions conducted at the 
start of tlus s tudy. 
2.5 . 1  Tank Water Drain (Tank-Water Draws) 
The tank water draws are basically the removal of excess water wlUch comes in contact with 
the conden ate (crude) imported for processing. There is a limit made through the supply 
contract that limits the allowable water content for technical and financial reasons related to 
the supply contract. However, water can not be elinUnated although the crude at ource goes 
usually through a three-phase separator. However, even with that process emulsification is 
imminent. In addition to tIus, humidity and condensation in the cargo tanks during tanker 
transit is normal. 
There are vanous pre-treatments wlUch take place during the exploration processes where 
various chemicals are used for corrOSlOn inlUbition wlUch may have an impact on the 
surfactant activity and tlUs may have a great impact on the k-dissociation factors for the 
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phenols gomg from the water phase to the oil phase and vice versa. Furthermore, the u e of 
chemical to demul ify the water-ou mi." in the upstream separators is al 0 common in some 
exploration activities. These chemicals bear an impact upon the phenol in aqueous phase 
concentrations. Demulsifiers may have an impact and effects on the polarization of the 
components of pollutants in the water and oil. 
TIle tank water draws at EPCL are a source of phenol and are very unpredictable in quality 
and pollution potential and loading on the wastewater treatment plant. TI1e average phenol 
concentration of water coming from the tank water draws are equal to 65 ppm. The COD 
value are very high indeed with values that range from 5, 00 to 1 00, 000 mgll or even 
higher. The oil and grease levels range greatly between 6 to 1 25 ppm or even higher [personal 
communication ",rith EPCL refinery operatives] . 
2.5 .2  Desalter Wash Water 
The deslater water wash is an integral step in any refinery for the removal of impurities from 
the crude before proce sing. Here the crude is physically washed with water and then passed 
across a nvo charged plate separator. The pUlpose of the desalter is to remove many of the 
unpurities which are water soluble that come naturally in the crude and through the chemicals 
tha t  are added to the exploration processes such as inhibitors and demulsifiers. 
TI1e desalter in EPCL is a 28 m3 vessel (3 m diameter and 4 m in depth) and typically has a 
flow equal to that of the refinery unit throughput. The desalted oil is taken to the process 
where it enters the condensate distillation column. A typical oil flow rate is between 300 and 
450 m3/ hr. The desalter is a vessel which has two charged plates operating at a voltage of 
approximately 365 volts and the washed crude water mix is passed through these plates in this 
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ve'scl. 1111S is a continuos process and the retention time is approxunately 4--5 nunute . Here 
the crude IS washed and pas es to the next section. \"Vater that has to be introduced to this 
process IS weet utility water. The water IS made available through injection and should 
constitute about 1 5-20°'0 by volume of the crude inflow. Phenols can pass through into the 
crude and then 111to the fractionation process, but can also constitute some part of the ionic 
component o f  the water which is drained o ff from the desalter. The water is then routed to the 
effluent treatment plant. 
The concentration of phenol in thi water is a function of pH and temperature. As discussed 
earlIer 111 this chapter, phenol has q high solubility in water which increases with temperature. 
From various long tenn data from the refinery, this stream was identified to contribute to 
phenol loading at the \);'astewater treatment plant. The level of phenol in tlns waste stream is 
Inghly dependant on the quality and characteristics of the crude oil itself. 
TIle desalter wash \vater is made up of utility water and sour water striper (SWS) wastewater. 
W wastewater is a product o f  any units that may potentially contain hydrogen sulphide (HzS) 
and ammonia in the plant and may potentially contain significant phenol contamination. This 
may ari e, for example, from the plant overhead drums, acid gas knock out drums, etc. The 
\\lS wastewater is sent to the desalter where it is used as wash water. The stripped sour water 
is s tored in the wash water drum and the difference of wash water is made up through topping 
up the storage wash water drum with plant utility water. Stripped sour wastewater is produced 
on an intern1ittent basis depending on the oil processing activities. There is one desalter for 
each CD Plant with two CDU at the EPCL refinery. 
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2.5 .3 ME ROX Cau tic-wash and Generation of Neutralized Spent Caustic 
Wastewater 
The l EROX process i a trademark and patent process which was developed by OP in the 
. 'A. Ba ically, once the products have been fractioned and separated using the distillation 
proce s 1il order to further ensure that the products are free of any impurities, the MEROX 
cau tic wash process is employed. 
The proces is lightly different for kerosene 0 et-A 1 fuel, used as aviation fuel) , diesel (gas-oil), 
LPG and naphtl1a. The differences are 1il ome preceding pre-wash steps and tl1e 
concentration of caustic strengtl1 which is used in the different processes.  B asically, the 
process reqmres that cau tic is u ed in the washing of the petroleum product 1il a pre-
treatment ve sel or ill tlle l EROX vessel itself. The MEROX vessel contains a catalyst 
promoter in an activated charcoal bed with the product being mixed with the caustic and then 
air is injected into the vessel to speed the oxidation process.  An oxidation reaction converts 
the mercaptan sulphur compounds into disulphide oils. Sodium mercaptides (R-S-NA +) and 
sodium phenolates (R-O-Na+) besides many other compounds are created. 
The process caustic is then neutralized using sulphuric acid which is usually relatively strong. 
This creates reactions between the acids and produces phenols and may be other compounds 
as demonstrated in Fig. 2.6 .  This explains why the neutralized spent caustic which has to 
eventually be treated through the effluent treatment plant has a high degree of phenols as a 
waste stream. The products are then taken through a water-oil separation process using 
settlers, separators, salt and clay filters. 




� ----- H+ -------
W'hen Acid is added: 
O-Na+ 





Fig. 2.6: Stmple 1IEROX phenol neutralization reaction 
The rate of generation and quality of the neutralized spent caustic at EPCL is very dependant 
on the type of crude being processed. Thus, the neutralized spent caustic is not only produced 
in a batch process but with varying pollution potential and volumes .  Hydrogen peroxide is 
added at times to this waste tream to try to reduce the COD and phenol level and carbon 
dIoxide is bubbled through it to control the pH .  
2.5.4 Methods Employed for Treatment of Wastewater Containing Phenol 
Industrial wastewaters originating from oil production processes, especially those coming from 
the production processes contain phenols in high concentrations (> 1 0  gil) [Gonzaliz et aI., 
200 1 ] .  Treatment processes which use adsorption with bone char or zeolites ,  stripping with air 
or s tream, wet air oxidation, trickling filter, oxidation ponds, lagoons and use of pure or mixed 
culture of micro-organisms are examples of several physio-chemical and biological treatments 
techniques used to remove these toxic compounds . 
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Refinery \"\'a tewater having low phenol concentration in the range 5-500 ppm i uitable for 
biological treatment. The efficIency of bIOlogical methods employed for the treatment of 
phenol-contaminated wastewater varies with operating process variables such as pH, 
temperature, ill olved m:ygen, nutrient containing phosphorus, nitrogen and minerals 
ok6t [ 1 998] u ed a continuous stirred tank as a bioreactor to degrade phenol by Pseudomonas 
plftidtJ (Pp) train-type bacteria. At  a temperature of 30°C and with the p H  maintained at 6 .8,  
the peclfic uptake rate calculated from a kinetic model was adequate and complementary to 
the experimental data in transient s tates. Annadurai et aI., [2002] used the previous strain of 
bacteria (Pp) , activated ludge and mixed liquors of two different biomass samples to 
mve tigate the biodegradation kinetics of phenol as a function of different factors. The results 
demonstrated that the highest degradation of phenol for all types of biomass took place at an 
initial concentration of 1 00 ppm with a removal of 60-80%, whereas the lowest was at 500 
ppm (30-580 0) .  l\Ioreover, mixed liquors of the two types of biomass have higher phenol 
reduction than individual systems. The maximum degradation (80%) occurs within a pH 
range 6.8- . 2 ,  temperature range 30-30.6°C and  a t  concentrations equal to  0 . 5  gil for both 
glucose and H4)2S04' The reaction was found to have a second-order polynomial 
regreSSIOn which was used based on the interpretation of the experimental data [Annadurai et 
aI., 2002] . 
Onysko et aI . ,  [2002] studied the (Pp) strain-type bacteria which were used again to degrade 
phenol under unsteady state conditions of immobilized cell fluidized bed reactor (ICFBR) .  
The authors de"\Teloped a new dynamic model t o  simulate the response o f  all four key process 
variables :  bulk phenol concentration, suspended biomass concentration, concentration of 
substrate and the biofilm thickness. 
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Through u wg a pure culture of immobilized cells of the (Pp) strain-type bacteria a tudy of the 
blOdegradatlon f phenolic industrial wastewater in batch and continuous systems was 
conducted by Gonzalez et al [200 1 ] .  The experiments were conducted aerobically at 
temperature of 30°C and pH of 6.6. The initial phenol concentration in the two systems (i.e . ,  
batch and continuous one ) ranged between 200- 1 000 ppm and 250-500 ppm, respectively. 
Phenol wa degraded completely in every batch experiment, whereas degradation reached only 
900 0 in the fluidized bed reactor. Here also 75% of the non-phenolic compounds present in 
wa tewater were degraded. 
Alemzadeh et ai, [2002] studied the removal of phenol by Rhodotronrla glutims in a three stage 
cross flow rotatlng biological contactor (RBC) with 2-1- discs.  Under anaerobic conditions, the 
removal e fficiency of 99.9% was ob erved at temperatures of about 36°C and loading of 4x 1 0-3 
m3/m2 per day and COD concentration of 800 mg/1.  Three removal mechanisms were 
ob elyed; biodegradation, surface adsorption and evaporation. A strain of Rhodococms 
e1J,thropolzs had been isolated and identified by an RNA sequencer. Immobilization of cells on 
ceramic support o f ' Biolite" resulted in a remarkable enhancement of the respiratory activity 
of cells and a shorter lag phase preceding the active phenol degradation. When using 
wastewaters of local plants containing both formaldehyde and phenol, the immobilized cells 
were able to remove completely the first compound and partly biodegrade the second one at 
rate of 1 kg phenol/m3.d.  
In  a study by Klimenko et al .  [2002] , activated carbon had been con idered as a carrier o f  
Pseudomonas biofilm only. The impact of the physico-chemical factors such as the change of 
free energy (-.6GoJ and the porous structure of the activated carbon on the effectiveness of 
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the blO orption process ha been establi hed. The relation hip between biological degradation 
into dle blOsorption process and the free energy -L:.Goa was inversely proportional. Finally, dle 
nucropore' of the active carbon are occupied by adsorption molecules and are not subjected 
to blOlogIcal regeneration. 
equential anaerobic-aerobic processe haye been used by Shin et al. [ 1 999] to degrade 4-CP 
and 2,4-dichlorophenol (2, 4-DCP) .  Scraped vehicle tires were used as packing material widl 
adsorptton capacity equal to a range of 0.04 to 0.3% of that of the activated carbon. The 
blOfilm \\'a u ed widl the tire chips .  It was found that 2, 4, DCP was completely degraded in 
an anaerobic biofilm reactor and 700 0 of 4-CP was removed in the subsequent aerobic biofilm 
packed widl tire chips .  10reover, an anaerobic-aerobic biofilm reactor could be u ed for 
complete mmeralization of polychlorinated compounds. 
Phenol biodegradation had also been studied in batch experiments with an initial phenol 
concentration ranging from 1 00 to 1 300 mg/l. The inhibitory nature of phenol at high 
concentrations was de cribed and considered wid1in the growth rate [Goudar et aI . , 2000] . 
Both Pseudomonas putida and Tn'chosporon mtalle1l/t1 strains were used. No phenol degradation was 
obsetyed for phenol concentrations greater than 1 300 mg/L. A lag phase of SL" hOlliS were 
needed for the acclin1ated microbial cultille to reach an initial phenol concentration equal to 
200 mg/l, whereas it took 20 hours to reach the same phase at  1 300 mg/l phenol. Non-
,�able pre-treated cells of Asperg,illlls niger were used to remove phenol in trace quantities which 
was usually present in the treated effluent of many wastewaters [Rao and Viraraghavan, 2002] . 
In conclusion, dlere have been many studies undertaken on dle different types of bacteria and 
systems used for the control of phenol and other pollutants. The complexity that dle research 
has identified lies in the great number of variable parameters that exist in such experiments 
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lncluwng the physical, chemical and biologlcal factor . till the challenge is great as many 
va.riables eX! t and in any tudy the pre,railing sHe conditions may have a bearing and should be 
carefully addressed. 
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C HA PT E R  T H R EE 
T H E  E NOC R E F I N E RY A N D  E FF LU E NT P LA NT P ROCESS 
D E SC R I PT I O N 
3 . 1  EM I RATES NATI ONAL O I L  COM PANY (ENOC) AN D  EPCL R E F I N ERY 
The E OC wa' formulated eleven years ago in 1993 from various companies which were operating 
WIthin the ou and gas sector and mainly in the services and marketing sectors of dle mdustry. Such 
companIes l ike Emirates Petroleum Products Company (Eppco), Cylingas Company Ltd, Emirates 
as LLC, E OC (Cherrucal) Terminals Ltd and some others that followed from 1993 unol 1998 
when the E OC Processing Company Ltd (EPCL) was formulated and work started on the design. 
I n  fact to date some 28 companies are registered under the ENOC G roup of Companies. ENOC 
continues to expand not only within the AE but has in more recent years started tapping LOto the 
world markets and intemational operations. The EPCL p lant i tsel f is located in the north ide of the 
Jebel Ali Free Zone Area, which is about 30 km from the centre o f  the Dubai errurate in the UAE. 
The plant is with in we hydrocarbon p rocessmg, handling and storage zone withm the free zone 
master zone p lan. 
The EPCL IS the first o il refll1ery in the Dubai Emirate in  We UAE and was designed based on the 
I nternational Oil & Gas Engineering Standards. The Front End Engineering Design (FEED) was 
completed by 1 W Kellog and We construction was done by the I talian based company Technip, 
which was p reviously known as Technipetrol. Some o f  this information is available in  the E OC 
Company Website [ENOC, 2003] .  
At the same time an environmental impact (EIA) and risk assessment (RA) project was undertaken 
and the assessment of environmental impacts were identified with the assistance of  external 
consulting engineers as the management of E OC felt it important to evaluate such impacts in lLOe 
with the Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority environmental rules and regulations. This EIA study was later 
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also complemented by a two-stage en l ronmental impact assessment o f  the effluent cLscharges which 
was undertaken by two separate enVlronm ntal consultants, and these studies were at the request of 
the regulator. The studies also collected data on the harbour water quahty to establish a benchmark 
and to also lat .: a sist m the definition of  i mpacts. 
The EPCL IS a 120,000 barrels per stream day condensate splitter refinery with vanous plants 
tncludtng M EROX sulphur removal units, sulphur recovery plant, power & uti l i ties plant, crude and 
p roduct storage tank farms, LPG spheres, a cooling tower plant all with their respective accessories 
of pumps and other aLL'Cihary equipment. Another very important plant which is the focus of thiS 
thesis study IS the e ffluent treatment plant (ETP) which since it was been commissioned has been 
upgraded to meet new regulations. 
Due to the nature of condensate, the plant h as little environmental emissions when compared to 
other more complex crude oil reftneries which have other umts such as hydro-crackers, " acuum 
cLstil lauon uni ts and coking units which have signi ficant environmental impacts related to their 
operations. However, also due to the nature o f  the oil business, the crude condensate oil recei,'ed by 
the refmery are at bmes varying in basic qual ity and with the use of injection anti-corroSLOn inhibiter 
cheffilcals and di fferent d ril l ing muds, the quali ty is not always consistent. 
This is in fact why It becomes di fficul t  at times to process the crude as well as the wastewater 
e ffluents which are generated from the di fferent p rocesses i n  the plants within the refinery such as 
primanly the de-salters and the MEROX units. 
The EPCL consists of  2 main p rocessing plants with 60,000 BPSD condensate splitters each and a 
fu rther srruliler naphtha splitter in each p lant. Downstream p rocessing continues with sulphur 
removal using a UOP patent technology called the .MEROX units which are a basic type of  caustic 
,vash for the p roducts. 
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Th is study IS concerned with the operation of  the e ffluent treatment plant and reviews the data since 
I ts commissioning to sec what are the main factors affecting the qual i ty o f  the e ffluent at d ifferent 
modes of opcrat:1on speo fically with respect to phenol remo,'al. 
3.2 ENOC PROCESSING COMPANY LLC ETP 
3.2. 1 General Process Description 
The ETP receives all the effluent coming in from all parts of the Refmery into a central ized 
diYerslOn box which is a large capacity holding compartment. These streams include a total o f  
18 main streams that include: 










1 1 . 
1 2. 
1 3  
Sour-water-stripper bottoms 
DesaJ[er e ffluent 
Boiler blow-down 
Cooling water blow-down 
UtiLty water caustic soda pumps flushing 
LPG vaporizer polluted condensate 
Fuel oil heater polluted condensate 
MEROX p lants caustic soda 
Caustic heater condensate 
Pre-treated neutralized spent caustics wastewater 
Oily water from MEROX plants 
Pad drainage and storm water run-off 
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1 4  Taphthenic neutraitzed spent caustIc wastewaters 
1 5  rude Condensate tank drain water (tank water draws) 
1 6  Sto rage area storm water 
1 7. lean storm ,"vater which goes directly to the discharge point i f  deemed clean from 
pa,Ted and p rocess areas (pad-runoff) 
1 8. Sanitary wastes which go directly to the sand d rying beds and the water IS returned 
to the su rge pond which later on goes i nto the treatment, outside the scope of this  study. 
It IS i mportant to note that the refinery p rocesses are extremely complex and that the flowtng 
streams come with di ffe rent constituents and di fferent flow rates. The Bows described in 
Table 3. 1 b elow are only indicative and give just an indication based on the material balance 
calculations that were taken initially by the p lant designer. Actual flows from data collected 
di rectly from plant operatiyes are given in Table 3.2. 
3.2.2 General ETP Process Descrip tion 
The contents of the compartment can be sent either i n to the processing of oil removal using 
tl1e co rrugated plate tnduced (CPI) separators or other which to an open and large capacity 
holding basin known as the surge pond. After having the floatable and emersed oils removed 
tl1 rough this p hysical separation process, the e ffluent enters anotl1er stage of treatment uStng 
tlle mduced gas floatation (IGF) physiochemical p rocess which uses a polymer injection and 
air mjectlon to remove further the oil content. 
A fter the IGF p rocess the effluent is used to fill a SBR which uses b iological activated micro­
organisms in cyclic processes to consume the remainder of oil and other e ffluent constituents 
tn a biological process. There are other aspects of this  p rocess which will be discussed in the 
nel\.1: section.  The BR has to be decanted and th is is done into an underflow, tllen O\Ter flow 
weir  arrangement in order to remove the floatable and suspended solids from the e ffluent 
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which IS b\' thi " POlOt relatively dean. This is done before the effluent is pumped through a 
",lIld fi lter which help:; m remo\ ing the suspended solid" produc1l1g a clearer hqwd. The 
outler flow: from the sand fil ter ace passed through a carbon (charcoal) reactor which aims at 
remOY1I1g the dl 'sol\'ed sol ids ;U1d pollutants by :.ldsorption processes. -n1e e ffluent IS then 
sen, to :l final storage pond before It IS  discharged lOto the harbour water-
3.2.3 Process Flow Diagrams 
\ b ,lSIC descnptiw process (schematic) flow diagram of the p rocess that is considered 111 thJS 
'md�' is shown in Fig. 3. 1 .  The fl ows and rhe typical pollutant loadU1gs as per the plant deSign 
are gtwn U1 Table 3. 1 b elow. Refer to _\ppendi x  1 for a full schematiC dtagram [p&ID 
Drawing Reference' 22- - 1 0 0 1 Rev. 6 of the e ffluent treatment plant] . 
Waste ludge 
SWS oolloms 
Surge pond I> A � 1", 'erOX Otl \\'ater� 
L-__ ---' �  L-__ --l I Pad Slorm" ater� I r-
ani;. dram Water I 
Storage 
Stornm .ter+ I 
:> 
D.s harge 
Fig. 3.1: Process flovv cliagram extract for the ETP (adapted from EPCL, 20(2). 
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Tab le 3.1  T yplCal details of different key inlet streams to the ETP [EpeL. �n()2J 
DeSign 
BOD COD O& .. G 1'SS lDS Phenols Sulphides Strram 
Stre.lm 1.1t1� hydrnultc pH 
Temp 
_ o. rate (mg I) (m� I) (mg I) (mg, l) (mg I) (mg I) (mg, I) ('C) (ml hr) 
1 D SJ.ita 0 L 23.5 --9 SOt) 850 2()0 } OO 2000 10 5 � 1  
2 
Tank draJll 
1 0  7-9 500 850 10,000 100 2000 1 0  0 35 "'"aleC 
, • •  eutrallzed O.· H -A 6-5 1 9606 l l Z 1 8 9  1 388 18 2..18.2 53 -W.8 
spent C listie 
-i 
1 1 CPI 4204 ,-9 ?-- 469 1 69 35 6-WZ 20 6 42 
�p�ator 
- { 
5 r L IG F l 'fIIt �204 7-9 ? --_ I I  -i69 30 1 0  6�02 ZO 6 � 1  
6 
o L IGF -is 7-9 277 900 30 10 M02 20 
l 'rut 
6 -i l  
O L  -
�H 6-9 30 1 50 1 0  10 6-iOZ 0.5 0.1 35 
SBR-B 
O L  
8- NDA �.\ NDA NDA �A NDA NDA ND �'D �A 
SBR-C 
9-
o L Slnd 
• D_A. �TIA :DA �TIA :1)A �:\ 'JD.\ ;:-"''0.\ 1\.TI.-\ ;:-"'TI.-\ 
filter 
10� 
0 L Carbon 
�DA 'DA ND.\ 1'<TIA NDA NDA r-;DA NDA �TIA NDA 
bed reaClor 
1 1  
Final efflu<'nt 
60 6.S-8.5 20 l Z0 5 20 5000 0. 1 0 1  35 
pond 
1 This stream is a mass-flow raoo figures represented for the desIgIl process flow ruagram basts and the flow rates mto the 
plant are based on the operations at the time from the neutralized spent caustic storage holding/tank. It gt,es a basiC Idea of 
the t)piCal-deslgn based quality. 
Streams 8, 9 and 1 0  do not have deSign basis flo�'S/qualities data on the refinery drawing. 
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T able 3.2: Detail' of typical actual flow rates , range of retention bInes, basic operating volumes and process type 
classtficatlon for the ETP. 
[ Unit  Basic function Typical range Flow rate Basic Process type of operating retention (mJ/hr) volume (mJ) t ime (hr) 
DiYerslon box. Initlal effluent receipt 0.5 20 -30 1 3 .25 Continuous 
point 
Surge poud Overflow storage Variable Variable 1 27 1 . 5 1  Semi Continuous 
I poud 
I cpr separators Floatable oil and du:l 1 25 - 30 29.39 ContlDuouS removal 
IGF Floatable and 0.3 25 - 30 9.3 8  Continuous 
emulsified oil removal 




° \'er!1ow / U uderilow Removal of fioat able 8 NA 84 1 / 2490 Semi Continuous 
'i'\'elr = Skimming Basin and settable debris 
I Sand fillers Removal of suspended 0.5 3 5  1 6. 3  Semi Continuous matter I Carbon Bed Remo\'al of russolved 1 3 5  38.9 Semi Conttnuous 
I organic matter 
FLDal efflueut ponds Storage of fLDal 8 - 674.3 Batch 
effluent 
'A=Not AvrulalJle 
The 'values given in Table 3.2 are based on i n formation obtained from refinery p rocess engmeenng 
operaaves. TIle typical retention times are based purely on in formation obtained from operators i.n the 
ETP. The flow rates are generally lower than the design flow rates in a typical operation and the basic 
operating " oiume and process type is based on design data. 
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3.3 EFFLUENT TREATM ENT PlANT UN ITS DESCR I PTION 
3.3. 1 Diversion Box 
The diYersion box serves the dual function of ( 1) serving as the l ift  station for transfer of 
the normal dry weather oily water sewer (OWS) flows to the ETP, and (2) for diverting the 
first flush wet weather flows from the p rocess and utility areas to the process water surge 
pond. \\'et weather flows in excess o f  the first flush volume will be released from the 
diversion box to the storm water sewer (SWS). The diversion box is a field constructed, in 
ground concrete structure. The box is partitioned into two sections by means of an 
o\-erflow weir: an inlet section into wh ich dle OWS d rain and which houses the two 
yerucal CPI separator feed pumps and, downstream of  the overflow weir, an outlet section 
which pre ferentially drams to the process water surge pond which is described in the next 
section. The outlet section is also provided with an overflow line which drains to the SW . 
A trash rack is provided upstream of the pumps and a manually operated sluice gate I S  
p rovided on the outlet line which drains to tlle process water surge pond. 
The inlet section of the d iversion box is completely enclosed. This is accomplished by 
cm-ering the section with a vapour tight roof and by p roviding a l iquid seal underflow 
baffle upstream of  the overflow weir. Initially, the inlet section will be vented to tlle 
atmosphere and or in case of  a serious odour problem is expeoenced witl1 the atmospheric 
vent, it may be necessary to route the off-gases through a control device. The outlet section 
of the diversion box is covered with grating. The outlet section, which drains to open 
structures (the process water surge pond) need not be enclosed with a vapour tight cover. 
In operations the dry and wet weather flows collected by tlle O�'S gravity drain 111to tlle 
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Inlet section of the diversIon box:. The normal d ry  weather flows are transferred to the cpr 
separators by means of the cpr separator feed pump . O f  the two p umps, p rovided one 
SelyeS as a full capacIty 'pare. 
The wet weather flows in excess of the capaCIty of the trans fer pumps will overflow the 
internal weir into the outlet compartment which p referentially d rains th rough an 
Intercon ecting sewer l in e  to the p rocess water surge pond. Should the pond become full, 
anr addltJonal \\'et weather flows will b e  released to the storm water sewers by means of the 
gravity- flow overflow line. Should it be necessary to take the p rocess water surge pond out 
of 'ervice for mai ntenance, clean out or in spection, the pond can be isolated from tile 
cherslon box by closing the sluice gate. The cpr separator feed pumps will be operated o n  
on/ o ff lewl control. The dive rsion box w i l l  b e  eguipped with a high level control for 
noti fication o f  overflow to tile SV/ . The d iversion box shown i n  Fig. 3.3 is a rectangular, 
pamall), enclosed, in gro und, concrete structure partitioned into two section s by means o f  
an O\"er flow weir witll a ma.ximum peak flow rate o f  1 8. 6  m3/ h .  The average flow into tile 
box IS about 6 mJ /h and tile wet weather design is about 1 , 178 mJ / h .  The s ketch below 






.. ro..J1IowIrw... i� .  --- )�-L n l I e.  1 <;.  .± 
Fig. 3.2: Diagram-t)pe _ ketch of the DiversIOn Box [Kellog, 1 997] 
F ig. 3.3: Photograph of the DiversIOn box \!.�th the surge pond behind It. There are some chfferent 
pwnps used for the transfer of the raw effluent 111 to the CPI separator and the -urge pond as 
deemed necessary by the operators. The two erect grey pipe are vent pipes to release the build up 
of fumes from the oily water be111g stored 111 the ciIYerslOl1 box. 
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3.3.2 Smge Pond 
rhis IS a I med concrete WIth hIgh densIty polyethylene (HDPE, 1 . 5  mm thIck) Imer and 
constructIon 1 ,  400 ml capacity holcL ng baslI1 constructed at 1 :3 ycrtlcal to ho nzontal 
slopes with a composite membrane-clay liner system meant for use for exce'slyely polluted 
\\',lten; ur at ttlnes \vhere the eft1uent is ,-ery high in qu,m tities in order to preserre the 
operanons of the ETP 1l1cludmg first wash in the wet "veath er condmons. It recerves all the 
effluent commg from all 1 5  :treams in the re finery th rough the trans fers that it recen-es 
from the dn,-ersion box. It also receives the sand and carbon filters bach-\.vash water and the 
water that percolates from the s.md drying beds descnbed 111 later sections. The urge pond 
can be 'aId to also act as an interim stabilization or dilution pond tInt will most probably 
11a,-e the typical ayerage i n flow characteristics o f  the raw e ffluent. 111e pond IS sen-ed by 
proces' tlow tran- fer pumps which are housed In the pond and an oil skimmer package for 
the remm-al o f  excess wa -te ous. 
The operating descriptlon IS such that excess rain weather flows and firewater runoff from 
the battery l lrruts of the proce 's  and utU tty areas d rains from the outlet section of the 
dn-ersion box to the p rocess surge pond. From the pond, the collected runoff will normally 
be transferred to the C P I  separators at a gradual rate by means o f  the transfer pumps. _-\.o 
alternate routing from the pump discharge l in e  to the storm water sewer is p ro,,-ided should 
the collected water be acceptable for di charge 'J.�thout any further treatment. hee oil 
whIch may accumulate on the pond's surface would be recoyered by means of the all  
:kim er package. Figures 3..+ and 3.5 show the sketch and photograp h o f  the p rocess water 
surge pond respectl,-ely. 
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F ig. 3.4: Diagram type sketch of the Process Water Surge Pond [Kellog, 1 997] . 
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F ig. 3.5: Photograph of the practically empty surge pond. 
3.3.3 Corrugated Plate I nduced Separator (CPI)  
This  is the first treatment step in the ETP. The function o f  the cpr is a contmuos 
operation wlllch IS  based on the removal of floatable oil by using plates which are shallow 
settlmg de\'ices consisting of stacked o ffset trays of various geometric shapes. The plates 
enhance the removal o f  the oils  by coagulating the oil partials which enter the separator as 
an emulsion. As the partials adhere and join one another they are greater in size and more 
readily float to the surface where they are slummed using tube l ike skimmers. The sludges 
whIch are a combination o f  very heavy oil s, dust, particulates and other types o f  obj ects 
such as debn s  fal l  to the bottom where they are removed and drawn in to a sludge pit 
which IS  penodically cleaned. 
To help keep the plates clean they are usually inclined at an angle of about -1-5 degrees. This 
also ensures the removal of floatable oils and sludges as described efficiently The CPI 
separators are in a sealed vessel in the interest of reducmg the odour that may arise from 
this  process as is the case with refineries that use API separators which are open channels 
and have a di fferent mechanism of operation. 
Plate and tube settlers have been developed on the basis o f  the practical limitations of  
p roducing very shallow basins. Plate and tube settlers consist o f  stacked o ff-set trays or bundles 
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of  small p lastJc tube of  vanous geometCles. Although tube settlers have been used m pnmary, 
secondary and tertiary sedlmentaaon applicaaons, a number of p roblems have developed \vlth 
thelf use The pnmary p roblem IS the cloggmg and odours due to the bIOlOgIcal growths and the 
bUIld up o f  dlt"t-ffilxed greases. Agatn fOf sel f cleantng the mclinatlOn of the plate should be 
any\vhere between -1-5 to 60 degrees [Reynolds and Richards, 1 996] . 
They are used 111 conjunctton with b oth existing and specially designed sedlmentatJon 
ba ins .  Figure 3.6 below shows some photograph o f  these separators. 
F ig. 3.6: Photographs (side and front views) of the two 1 00% cpr separator LUlltS 
3.3.4 Induced Gas Flotation U nit (IGF) 
Till is a smal l unit with a typical flow rate o f  39 7 m3/ h  and operates on the principle of  
gravity and denSity cL fferences. Using a speci fic polymer known as  a polyelectrolyte/strong 
cationic addlttve with trade name ALCO-7 1 454 which consists o f  water, the polymer and 
tnorganic salts with a boiling point o f  approximately 1 30°C and a pH -I- it is added at a 
certam concentration and injection rate. The polymer is i njected and also air is supplied to 
bubble d1rough which removes both floatable and some of  the emulSi fied oils from the 
wastewater. Typically d1is p rocess is  employed to reduce the oil content as per design from 
some 30 ppm to about 20 ppm for both free and emulsified oils. The removed oil is sent to 
d1e oily sludge sump which it shares with the cpr units. It by design has little i f  any impact 
on d1e reductton of phenols. 
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The purpose o f  the r G F  units i s  the removal o f  residual emuJsified and colloidal oil and 
suspended soLds which were not remo ed i n  the upstr� cpr eparators unit  operatons. 
Thi s  i s  accomphshed through the addition of a chemical polymer fo r the destabilization of 
the suspended particles, and the mtroduction of extremely mall gas bubbles which, 
through adherence to the destabilized and agglomerated particles, enhance their natural 
gravity separation from the bulk water p hase. The flotation medium for the IGF UDlt Will 
initially be  rur, although p rovisions are allowed for the future substtution o f  an alternate 
flotation medlUm such as nitrogen.  
E ffluent water from the CPI separators gravity flows to the IGF unit tank. The polymer i s  
injected into the combined CPI effluen t  str� upstream o f  an in-line static ffi1xer which 
serves to ensu re adequate chemical dispersion . The chemically conditioned process 
wastewater IS then i ntroduced into the I G F  flotation tank. The tank IS dJ"ided i nto fi,e 
compartments by means o f  internal wei rs:  four flotation cells and one effluent clear-well. I n  
each o f  the flotation celis, a mixture o f  recycled wastewater and flotation gas i s  mtroduced 
into the raw wastewater through distributors. The released gas bubbles adhere to the 
destabJlZed solid s, carrying the suspended matter to the liquid surface from which the float 
is skimmed to an i n ternal compartment. From the compartment, the float material i s  
tran s ferred by means o f  the IGF float pumps to the condensate feed tanks via the slop 011 
header for recycling. 
Flotation gas i s  continuously circulated from the vapour space o f  the flotation cell to the 
internal cell distributors. CircuJation is accomplished by educting the flotation gas into a 
circulaton stream o f  treated I G F  e ffluent. The I G F  recycle pumps take suction on the 
effluent compartment o f  the flotation tank and d ischarge through eductors into the cell 
distribu tors. net gas makeup is generally maintained at all times to purge the flotation 
tank of light hydrocarbons. The ven t  gas from the unit is released to d1e atmosphere. The 
treated I G F  e ffluent is p umped to the downstream SBRs by d1e I G F  effluent pun1pS. I t  i s  
Important to  note d1at the p H  is  controlled in d1i s  p rocess to 7-9 to acl1Jeve proper 
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operanon of  the bIOlogical system down -tream. I t  IS expected that the combmed 
wastewater stream will rounnelv be In the required pH range and Will not reqUi re any 
adjustment However, the transfer plp111g has been fitted with a be-m connecbon to dose 
with ,lCld or causbc to ensure In addition to a pool piece to provide a llllxer on the ltne 
should It be reqwred Figure 3.7 below hows the d i fferent parts o f  the IG unit. 
Fig. 3.7: The IGF system urut (LHS), polymer drum and dosing pumps (RHS),  and IGF unit Side view 
s howing the five compartments and bottom frame showmg the associated pumps. 
3.3.5 Sequencing Batch Reactors (SBR) 
The SBR is a fill-and-draw type reactor system involving a single complete-nux reactor in 
which al l  the sets of  the activated sludge process occur. ivlixed liquor remains in the reactor 
during all cycles, thereby elimmating the need for eparate secondary sedimentation tanks. 
Therefore, the urut operations and p rocesses that are I11volved in an BR and conventional 
activated sludge system are identical, because the sedimentation and clarification are carried 
out m both systems. However, there is one important difference and that is 111 conventional 
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plants, the p rocesses are earned out simultaneously in separate tanks, whereas 10 the SBR It 
all takes p lace sequential ly in the same tank T hi s  is better explained below. 
The BR system IS  a batch operated biological system. The primary function of [he 
blologtc.1.l treatment is the removal o f  soluble b iodegradable orgarucs, with the removal or 
residual insoluble orgaruc and inorganic suspended matter being a secondary, yet incidental, 
consequence. The removal o f  the soluble b ridgeable o rganics is accomplished through the 
metaboL.c acti\TitJes o f  a mixed culture o f  micro-organisms. The organisms of importance to 
water treatment are bacteria which utilize o rganic substrate as the energy source necessary 
to sustam the basic metabolic functions as well as for the synthesis o f  new microbial cells. 
The removal of suspended o rganic and inorganic matter p rimary occurs due to 
enmeshment in the bio- flocs. 
AerobJc Digestion: Aerobic digestion is an alternative method of treating the organic 
sludges p roduced from various operations. Aerobic digesters may be used to treat mixtures 
of \'\'aste-activated sludges. This takes place in the BR and the feedstock for the bacteria is 
the ods Within the refinery wastewater system. The SBR system is an extended aeration, 
completely mixed activated sludge biologtcal treatment unit operated in a true batch mode. 
To allow for continuos operations, the system includes more than one reactor. 
Each o f  the four reactors currently i.nstalled operates on a PLC controlled sequence o f  
operatJons duri.ng each batch cycle. A complete cycle i ncludes the followi.ng operating 
penods: 
1 .  Anoxic Fill Period: The reactor is nearly filled with wastewater, typically to some 8 .5  
meters fr m the bottom o f  tl1e tank (tank height total = 10  m) in tlle presence of pre­
settled activated s ludge but i.n the absence o f  supplied aeration.  The purpose of the fill 
operations is to add the substrate (raw wastewater) to the reactor. The fill p rocess typically 
allows the l iquid level o f  the reactor to rise to at least 25% of its capacity. The blowers are 
not operated during this fill period for operational reasons. 
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2. Aerated Fill Period: The reactor is filled to its operating capacity with the initiatIon of 
aeratIon. 0 the filling of  that tank takes p lace in both the anoxic fol lowed by aerated 
operatlOns during the filling phase. Both these phases take about 25% of the total cycle 
tune 
3 Reaction Period : Once the reactor is full and the wastewater feed diverted, the reactor 
enters lOto a period of  aeration during which the micro-organisms consume the soluble 
organic substrate. This  stage takes a minimum of 35% of the total cycle time. However, 
with higher pollution loading this  reaction time i s  e:!ttended significantly under refinery 
wastewater treatment plant operations. 
4. Quiescent Settling Period : During this  period the purpose is to allow the solids 
separatIon to occur and tile b iomass to settle to the bottom of me tank. With this a clarified 
supernatant to be discharged as effluent. In a SBR, this p rocess is normally much more 
eHiclent than in a continuos flow system because in the settle mode the reactor contents 
are completely quiescent. 
5. Decant or Draw Period: following the settling of the biomass, the clari fied treated 
\\,astewater is decanted from the upper  portion of  the tank and discharged. The reactor is 
now ready to agam receive feed wastewater and repeat the batch cycle. In decanting 
generally there are arious methods that may be employed with the most popular being 
used in EPCL which is the floating or adjustable weirs decanting arm. The tank draw may 
take anywhere between 5 to 30% of  the batch cycle, but generally takes about 1 hour in 
EPCL. 
6. I d le Phase: The purpose of the idle in a multi -tank system is to provide time for one 
reactor to complete i ts fi ll cycle before switching to another unit. Because idle is not 
necessary phase, it is at times omitted . In EPCL with the installation o f  4 batch reactors, 
there is flexibility with p rocessing wastewater and at times a SBR will be left for a few hours 
on a decant mode (Reynolds et al, 1 996] . 
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Proper aeratIon of any blOlogtcal treatment uwts requi res that the wastewater feed include a 
sufficient  amount of nutrients, principally ammonia and phosphorus, to support the 
metabolic activities of  the organisms. \'\'hile the process wastewater is expected to contam a 
suffiCIent amount of ammonia, it is l ikely to be deficient in phosphorus. Consequently, a 
packaged phosphonc acid injection system is also included in the SBR package descnbed 
above. Should ammonia be needed at any time, urea pellets are added from the top of the 
open tank during the mixing phases as wel l .  Periodically, excess sludge generated in the 
p rocess is d rawn off from the tank and transferred to the sand drying beds. Their 
operations are described in the section below. 
The neutralized spent caustic wastewater (referred to in Chapter 2) which is one of tl1e 
most troublesome streams has been stored in a dedicated tank which was built in tl1e ETP 
about two years after the refmery started Its operations. It is important to make a note of 
tl11 S  as  thiS effluent is stored and fed slowly to tl1e SBR in let with tl1e I G F  outlet effluent to 
two out of tl1e four BRs, SBR-C and BR-D and from more recent communications with 
tl1e refinery operatives SBR-A. 
The bacteria in these two or now three dedicated SBR units have been acclimatized through 
a long p rocess of  slow concentration increases in feed to deal with high COD and phenol 
effluents. This methods wruch was implemented by the engineering and operations 
department in tl1e refinery helped deal with this very serious and challenging p rob lem to 
ETP continuity. 
It IS worthy to note that the i nitial p lant design was purely for tl1e installation of 2 SBR 
units only and was further developed and 2 more unit tanks were installed two years after 
the fi rst oil-in operation in the refinery. This was with the addition of the tertiary treatment 
facilities as discussed below. 
I t  is further worthy to note that during the period of th is study, the refinery dedicated SBR 
C to the consumption of some 1 part neutralized spent caustic to 35 parts I G F  effluent. 
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The :BR B. howeyer, IS dedicated W1W recently to eHluents from the IGF dIrectly and 
only. ThIs explams the basic challenge that faced m the testing and It IS re flected m the 
conclusIOns we ha\'e come to in testing. Figure 3. 8 show a photograph of �BR-B. 
F ig. 3.8: The SBR tank wluch IS 1 0  m deep u.�th a diameter of approximately 8 m 
3.3.6 Sand Drying Beds 
Excess \vaste activated sludge from the � BR and tl1e sanitaty waste treatment package 
(whIch is outsIde the scope o f  tl1i s  study) will be dewatered on tlle three Idenbcally deSIgned 
sand dtymg beds.  Following dewatermg, tl1e residual solids wtll be tran - ferred to a tLUck for 
o ff site cL sposal to a land filL 
The sludge dewatering system consists o f  tl1fee open sand dtying beds, 6 m wide by 22 m 
long constructed Wltl1 a 450 to 525 mm deep fill o f  graded sand and gravel plus an Ilflder 
drain leachate collectIOn system. The general layout and design of the dtying beds is 
presented m tl1e Fig. 3.9 below. 
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Fig. 3.9: Sketch-type chagram of the cons tructlOn of the s and drying beds (Kellog, 1 997) 
The system is operated when the waste activated sludge from the � B R  and the sanitary 
waste b lOlogtcal treatment package discharge onto the sand drying beds on a periodIc baSIS 
j\ [uluple bed s  are p rovIded so that as one bed i s  in the fill  mode, the other beds can be 111 
the drymg mode. Dewatering occurs through a combination o f  percolation and 
e,\raporatIon, WIth percolation accounting for approximately 20-55 % o f  the water remO'i"al .  
The beds are p rovided with an underdrain leachate coUection system consistIng of 
perforated pipes. The under dram system d rains to the leachate sump, from which it  is 
returned to the SBR by the leachate sump pumps. Once the sludge is de\vatered to a lift 
able state, the residual material wiU be  trans ferred to trucks for off site disposal . Sludge 
removal can be by manual shovelling o r  by means o f  a front-end loader. 
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The drruned \ ater IS collected by the lmderdram system whIch drruns to the leachate sump 
From the sump the water 1 - returned to the 'BR by the leachate sump pumps. The pumps 
lt1 fact of which one IS a full capaaty spare operate on rul auto-mode on/off sump le\-el 
controller. TypIcal p H  \'alue at 25°C using the .\PJ-Lr\ -tSOO-H after extractJon IS 6.9, OJl 
:lnd grease (..\PIB. 5520 method) eqwvalent to 0.360 0 by weight and mOIsture content 
(gravImetry) equal to 1 2.2. All metals are less than 1 010 by weight generally except for Iron 
which IS typIcally much lugher. This is based on refinery diSCUSSIOn and waste 
management records. ,\ photograph of  the sand dry1l1g beds is gwen 1 11 FIg. 3 . 1 0  
F ig. 3. 10: The and drying beds which are emptied on average once every 90- 1 00 days o f  
opera non and the lugh temperatures in Dubai assist i n  the dewatering process. ormal des ert sand 
is used as the substrate material after filhng. 
3.3.7 Underflow/Overflow Weir (Skimming Basin) Pond 
The supernatant liquid which is decanted from the SBR is  usually relatively clean, but there 
are some floatable materials which pass with thi s  liquid during decanting. I t  wa observed 
durtng the first year of  operation in the plant that it would be cL Hicult to cure this problem 
at the decant phase and therefore thi s  overflow, underflow weir pond system was designed 
and constructed . The operatIOn i s  quite simple ruld straight forward . There is an overflow 
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weir system which removes all -ettable matenal wruch passes through from the BR. ThiS 
matenal is -ettled out. Then an underflow sy tern tnes to remove the floatable suspended 
matenal whICh passes through the system 
Although the mina! design did not foresee th is, after operating the plant for nearly two 
years tills system was implemented and has assisted greatly With the alleviabon of tlle 
problem of  suspended and settable particles. I t  is very Important to note that It was also a 
very necessary process to include poor to the sand filters and carbon reactors which are 
10 talled downstream of  tlle BR process. In  Fig. 3. 1 1  the photograph of  the skunmmg 
basin shows the longttudinal view of  the basin.  
There is al  0 a slrunming system which is  employed which removes the floatable material 
whICh Wltll the dtrect sunlight on tlle basms surface is algal growtl1. There lS a growth 
control ystem employed based on chemical inhibitor addition to thiS system to control tl1 is 
natural problem. 
Fig. 3.11: P hotograph of the continuous £low operations ill the over/underflow welI system-
Skimming Basin. There is algal growth foanation at the top of the pond due to the favourable 
conillnons of the nutrient nch supernatant liquid with passes through the system. This is with a 
baSIC boom-type s lrunmer system which is operated to remove floatable matenal periodically. The 
rope that can be seen is the basic tracker for the skimming boom. 
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3.3.8 Sand Filters 
. \gam m ime with the atm to Implement tertiary treatment, the sand [titers are the second 
'rage o f  treatment m willch the removal of fine partICles by filtratJon IS accomplished From 
the overflow/underflo'l.v weir or 'bruning b asm, the e ffluent I pumped to the sand fi lters. 
The operating phi losophy of the sand filters IS  "one on lme, and one on stand by", thereby 
ensuring that the wastewater wtIl always pass through one filter and gtnng the other a 
chance to be backwashed. The sand filter has been proven to help remove the fmer 
paruculates that could not be removed by slmnming basin operations. By carrymg out th is 
function, the sand filter will help enhance the performance, and e)..1:end the l i fe of the down 
stream carbon filters. Both sand filters have been p rovided With automatJc back-washmg 
and rur scouring facti ities. Figure 3. 12  shows the two sand ftIter vessels used in the ETP 
whereas the sand quartz material used in the filter is shown in Fig. 3. 1 3. 
Fig. 3. 12: Two 1 00% sand filter units wlllch work on an alternate baSIS. Wh.u t one is In the 
filtering process the other is being backwashed to prepare It for the next batch. The pressure 
differential is morutored both automatically and manually in the system. 
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Fig. 3.13: The quartz-type sand that is used ro recharge the filters; the matenal ls relabvelv fme and 
is granulated for effective absorbance of su pended particulates/pollutants 
3.3.9 Activated Carbon Reactors 
_-\.fter all the solid matter has been removed from the effluent stream, It IS then passed 
onto the next stage of treatment wl11ch is the carbon reactor. Figure 3. 1 4  shows the carbon 
material used 10 the carbon bed. In a similar manner to the operating p hi losophy of the 
sand ftlter, the carbon reactor is <Cone on l ine and the other on stand-by or backwash 
mode" The carbon reactors are to have a specially selected coal b ased ftltenng medium. 
The ftlter medium was selected on a basis o f  high surface area, and high lodme and 
molasses numbers. The last two factors give estunation as to the afftnity of the coal 
towards low molecular number, and high molecular number organic effluents found in 
\I.·ater. Both carbon reactors have been p rovided with automatic back-washillg and air 
scounng facilities. These help extend the life o f  the reactor bed materials and their 
performance. This is  perfo rmed automatically by the p rogrammed logic system witl11l1 the 
DeS of the refinery operations control room. Air is suppl ied th rough the reftnery utilities 
p lant air system which also p rovides aeration for the SBR. Water which I S  used for back­
washillg o riginates from the ftnal storage pond, as that water is very clean and would be 
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'uffiClent to clean the tllter . Tlus reduces the need for the use o f  fresh water for 
envIronmental reasons. Figure 3. 1 5  hows the carbon reactor vessels . 
. ' 
Fig. 3.14: The carbon that i used to recharge the @ters; the matenal ts relatively fUle and has a 
lugh surface area for e ffective absorbance of dissolved pollutants. 
Fig. 3.15: The two hort wlute carbon filters on the LHS of the picture and the blue back"wash 
drum overlooking the fU1aJ s torage pond. 
3.3. 10 Final S torage Pond 
After the effluent water has based through the carbon [liters it is then stored in the final 
storage pond also known as the look-see basin (Fig. 3. 1 6) .  ThIS basin acts as the final 
checkmg point before the effluent is discharged to the harbour. The total capaCIty o f  the 
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look see basU1 IS equJ\-alent to about 5-1-0 m} which IS just o,"er the discharge capaCity of one 
'BR. 
Fig. 3. 16: The final torage pond ("look- ee" bas ill) .  Effluent s tanding before It  IS ill_charged 
USillg the valve wruch appears before the pond ill the photograph. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
4 . 1  INTRODUCTI ON 
\'\'ater qualIty parameters must be determined accurately and. such data are ascertained through 
appropriate sampling, storage and preservation, transport and testing techniques. Tlus chapter 
considers the methods used to determine selected water quality parameters from the condensate 
refinery under study. Detailed description of the methods used for sampling, sample 
pre etyatlOn,  transport and testing techniques employed will be discussed. The exact location of 
the sampling points as well as the frequency of sampling are first presented below. 
4.2 SAMPLING LOCAT I ONS AND FREQUENCY 
Eleyen locations within the treaunent plant were sampled as shown in Fig. 4. 1 .  Three of these 
locations (Location 1 -3) are of the waste streams that have major contribution to phenol 
loading including desalter water, drain water, and neutralized spent caustic. Location 4 
represents an a,-erage characteristic of all waste streams excluding the neutralized spent caustic 
(which is sent to a separate storage tank and then added directly under controlled conditions to 
some SBRs) . This location is referred to as raw mixed inlet. The other 7 sampling points (4- 1 1 )  
are located a t  the outlets of  t h e  unit processes within the treatment plant. For example, 
sampling locations 5 and 6 are located at  tl1e outlet  of the cpr separator and the outlet of  the 
rGF unit, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.1 Proccs flow dilgram extrJct for the Effluent Treatment Plant \\'ith _',unple locatiom (adapted 
fn m LPCL, :21 1(1:2 \\ Jste s tream wlth + � Ign tl1dicate intermIttent flows. \ll lOdicated tlO\\' rates are obtamcd 
from the refinery operatl\ e directly and not design flows . .  to rage storm water is from tank bund walls. 
whereas pad s torm water runoff IS from open areas and roads 
�5 m' hr 
rhe characteti stIcs of the waste,vater entenng the different �BR are di fferent SBR-B recel\'es 
treated waste 'tre-ams leaying the IGf '  unit, whde SBR-C receIve ' a I111::...llire of treated 
wastewater from the I G F  unit, neutralized spent caustlC and treated wastewater from the 
skimming pond. Two location,' at the outlet of the � BR were thus chosen (Location' 7 and 8) . 
The other sampling locatIons (Location' 9- 1 1) II1clude the outlet of the 'and fi lter, the outlet of 
the activated carbon reactor, and tlle effluent pond 
To assess the effectn'eness of  the treatment plant, amples were collected from the sampl ing 
locations (see Fig. ,U) on fiye di fferent days during the penod of December 30, 2003 to 
hbruary 1-+, 200-1- as shown in Tab le -1-. 1 .  Sampl es were further collected dunng 3-5 ::'I Iarch, 05 
for quantification of  indl"vidual phenols In some waste :treams and to asses' fluctuarron In v:aste 
characterization enter11lg unit processes. Also, samples from otller waste stre,Ul1S II1cludl11g 
bOiler b lo\\' do,Yn, cooling water blO\\! down, LPG vaporizer condensate, fuel Oil heater 
condensate, caustIC heater condensate, sal t  filter  d rain water, condenser d ram water, diesel water 
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co.t1es( Jr. kero water coalesor were tested on th ree separate occasions ( 19' - 2 1  o f  December 
20(5) ti)1 phenol conct'ntr.lrion 
Tab le 4.1  Samphng da tes and locatIons 
Location 30/ 12/03 6-7/ 1/04 14/ 1/05 8/2/04 
I X - X -
� X - X -
J X - X -
4 X X X X 
') X X X X 
() X X X X 
I X X X X 
R X X X X 
9 X X X X 
10 X X X X 
11 X X X X 
• \ naiYsls Included quanhficanon of IOdl\'1duaJ phenols. 
b ,'ampl e '  where taken eyery 6 hour.' from 3-S/3j05 
4.3 WATER QUALITY PARAM ETERS 
14/ 2/04 3/3/05 4/3/05 5/ 3/05 
X X' X' X 
X X' - -
X X' - -
X �" Xb �D 
X �D },." �D 
X },." Xb �D 
X �"b },."b XL 
X Xb },.O },.O 
X Xb Xb Xb 
X - - -
X - - -
Sewral water quality parameters haw been chosen to be tested for tn thiS study Includtng: 
temperature, p H, total di 'soh-ed sohd' (IDS)' dlssoh-ed o:-,.··ygen (DO), oil and grease (O&G), 
COD, BODs, TOC, sulphides, and phenols.  Total phenols are determined by I-L\C H method 
as \yell as UY -pectrophotometnc method and indiYldual p henol - are deterrruned by gas 
ch romatograplw wlth ECD detector as well as htgh performance llquid chromatography with 
tluure-cence and p hotodlOde array detectors. 
This section defines the dtfferent water quality parameters 10 terms of what they represent and 
how they are analyzed The section p resents in some det:ul the tcsbng procedure based on the 
APH�-\. and c� EP�-\' test methods. 
4.3 . 1  p H and Temperature 
pH IS the Simple I 11dHect measure of the hydrogen ion concentration 111 water and ',,\,astewater. 
l 'he unportance of pH In the water -ystems stems from the fact that m,u1Y of the cherrucal 
reactions are dependant on p l I . �£any blologtcal type reactions and systems function better at 
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certain pI l  ranges. The impact of illcreased nsk of pollutlOn from further reactlons is also 
pos.lble in high or low pH wastewaters in any ystem. 
pH IS determined following the lethod APHA 4500 [APHA, 1 998] given in [EPCL, Standard 
\'\'ater Analysis ranual, 2000] usmg a calibrated pH meter which also gives temperature of the 
�amplc bemg tested (Metrohm). 
4.3.2 Total Dissolved Solids 
Total Dissolved olids in the wastewater basically include cations, anions and soluble organic 
compounds. IDS te t is commonly used for testing polluted waters. The concentration of 
cit solyed solids ill water is, in fact, an important indicator of the usefulness of water for ,'arious 
applications. IDS (residue on evaporation) is the term applied to material left in a dish after 
eYaporatlOn of filtered water of a sample of water and subsequent drying in an oven at 1 1 0°C. 
4.3.3 Dissolved Oxygen 
DO is an important parameter for both industrial and domestic wastewaters that may be 
discharged into controlled ,vaters such as rivers, s tream and harbors as the impact of high 
oxygen demand in the waste may challenge the species available in the terrestrial water and will 
compete with them on the amount of DO available. This could consequendy create serious 
problems. The importance of oxygen demand is detailed in the discussion on BOD 
determillation. In-situ testing using combined meters is undertaken in the plant at the time of 
sampling. DO is determined by the APHA 4500 O-G Method [APHA 1 998] given in [EPCL, 
Standard Water Analysis Manual, 2000] . Samples are analyzed using a DO meter (Orion) and 
expressed as mg/I. 
4.3 .4 Oil and Grease (O&G) 
Oli and grease is an important indicator in both domestic and industrial wastewater quality 
determination, especially in refineries. A variety of organic substances including hydrocarbons 
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il and fats, ,':axes and hIgh mol cular long chain fatty acids and their esters \nth nnous fatty 
alcohols can be coDectively referred to a oil and grease. Their importance ill municipal and 
illdustnal waste is r lated to their difficulty in handling and treatment. Because of low 
solubility, grease separates from water adhering to the interior of pipes and tank waDs reduces 
biological treat-ability of a waste\ ater, and produces greasy sludge solids which are difficult to 
process. 
]n this tudy, O&G was analyzed using "TOG/TPH analyzer" [EPCL, Standard Water Analysis 
lanual, 2000] (see Fig. 4.2) is also used for the determination of oil and grease in the samples. 
The ample is homogenized by ,rigorous mixing in the bottle tlle sample is received in and then 
placed on the specific glass window on a special slide and then analyzed by photometry using 
this meter which gins the reading as a direct measurement in mg/1. 
Fig. 4.2: The O&G analyzer with the special slide that is inserted from the top [EpeL, 2003] . 
4.3.5 Chemical Oxygen Demand 
COD is defined as the amount of a specified oxidant tlnt reacts with tlle sample under 
controlled conditions.  I t  is c ritical to note tlnt the organic compounds and inorganic 
components (in reduced form) are subject to oxidation. H owever, in most cases the organic 
matter predominates. COD is widely used to characterize the organic strength of wastewaters 
and as a measure of pollutants in wastewater as well as natural waters. Other related analytical 
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\TaJues arc BOD, anJ total oxygen demand (fOD). In most cases, it is possible to correlate 
these clifferent parameters. 
C D of the samples is analyzed following the standard test method APHA 5220 C [APHA 
1 998] gJvcn in [EPCL, Standards Water A nalysis Manual, 2000] by digesting the sample with 
known yolume of aciclified potassium dichromate solution in a block digester (BACH) under 
controlled conditions and estimating the unconsumed dichromate with standard ferrous 
ammoruurn sulphate solution. COD yalues are expressed in units of mg/l as Oz. 
4.3 .6  Biochemical Oxygen Demand 
BOD IS the quantity of oxygen utilized by mixed population of micro-organisms in the aerobic 
oxidation at a specified temperature (20°C) . The test measures, in particular, molecular oxygen 
utilized during a specified incubation period for the biochemical degradation of organic matter 
(carbonaceous demand) .  Additional oxygen demand may be  required at later times of 
incubatlon (more than 5 days) for the oxidation of nitrogen compounds by nitrite and nitrate 
bacteria (nitrogenous demand) . Figure 4.3 illustrates the carbonaceous and nitrogenous oxygen 
demand as they might be exerted for a typical municipal waste. The BOD test is considered one 
of the most important tests of municipal or organic origin industrial wastewater. The widest 
application is probably the measurement of BOD for the determination of waste loadings on 
treatment plants and in dle evaluation of dle efficiency of the wastewater treatment system. The 
BOD test was performed following the standard test method APHA 52 1 0  B [APHA 1 998] 
giyen in [EPCL, Standards Water Analysis Manual, 2000] using the HACH BOD track monitor 
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Fig, 4.3: Hypoth tical biochemical o},.'ygen demand reaction showing the carbonaceous and nitrogenous 
demand curves [I-Iammer et aI., 1 99 1 ] .  
4.3 .7  Total Organic Carbon 
The TOC test measures the organically bound carbon in a water or wastewater sample. Unlike 
the COD, it is independent of the oxidization state of the organic matter. In  this study, the 
TOC test \Vas conducted follmvmg the standard test method APHA 53 1 0  B [APHA 1 998] 
giyen in [EPCL, Standards Water Analysis Manual, 2000] using a TOC analyser and the results 
are expressed as mg/I. 
The devTice used for the determination of TOC is the TOC- 1 200 analyzer which operates on 
the principle of detection of carbon compounds in aqueous samples. The TOC- 1 200 provides 
the possibility to insert the sample in a module which can be introduced in the furnace. Once in 
the furnace, the sample becomes completely oxidized after which carbon dioxide (CO� that is 
formed can be measured with an NDIR detector giving total carbon (TC). \Vhen introducing 
the sample after the furnace, the inorganic compound (IC) may also be determined. TOC is 
therefore determined by subtracting the IC from the TC in the analyzed sample. 
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4.3 .  Phenol 
Phenols are of great concern. They are yery freguently found in refinery processes di charges 
and arc the main focu of the present study. They are of particular concern as they come from a 
family of  subslJtuted aromatic compounds which are strongly associated with acute and chronic 
toxicity of marine life a discussed in Chapter Two. The formation of phenols in refinery 
processes 1S u ually from desalter washings "\'(ith the crude oil directly, tank water draws and 
from ome of the o ther washing processes such as the caustic product washing (J>IEROX) units 
where condilJons are favorable for tlleir formation. In any case tlle determination of phenols is 
of great importance. Local Regulatory Agency 0AFZA/D1v1) in Dubai has a stringent 
regulation of 0. 1 ppm for phenols in discharges into marine harbour waters. This in turn also 
means that the eguipment and metllod being used for the determination of phenols must be 
accurate enough and have the appropriate tolerance to give this value. 
Two metllOds are followed for the detennination of phenols. A colorimetric method based on 
tlle reaCIJon of phenols (unsubsti tuted, ortho and meta-substituted phenols) witl) -+­
aminoantipyrine in the presence of potassium ferricyanide to form a coloured antipyrine dye 
(.-'lPHA 5530 C, 1 998), ginn in [EPCL, Standard Water Analysis Manual, 2000] is used for the 
morutoring of phenols in tlle refinery. The BAC H  photometer (HACH Method 80-+7) was 
used in the study. Another spectrophotometer 0' arian Series-Cary Win UV Spectra) was used 
to counter check the results obtained from HACH photometer as well as to analyze the samples 
containing high concentration of phenols such as neutralized caustic samples. Para substituted 
phenols (p-cresol, 2,4-climetyl phenol, 2,4-d.ichlorophenol, 4-chloro-3-cresol, 2,4 5-
tricholorophenol, 2,4,6-tricholorophenol, 2,3,4,6-tetracholorophenol, p-nitrophenol and 
pentachlorophenol) do not react in this method and cannot be estimated. The sensitivity of the 
method also varies with the type of phenols present in the sample. Because the water sample 
contains various phenols the results of the test are expressed as phenol (mg/l) . 
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Tlus necessItated the characterization of lIldividual phenols in the sample. Individual phenols are 
determined by Gas Chromatorgraphy (US EP 804 1)  as well as HPLC with fluorescence and 
photodiode array detectors (US EPA 555) .  I n  the GC method, a known quantity of the sample is 
extracted with ruchloromethane, solyent  IS removed, and residue is dissolved in n-hexane and 
mude up to a known volume. Target phenols in the extract are del-ivatized \\"ith 
pentafluorobenzylbromide (pFBBr) and separated on a capillary column (CP-Sil 8, 30 m *" 0.32 
mm ID) and determined using electron capture detector. In the H PLC method, a known 
quantity of the sample is extracted with dichloromethane, solvent  is removed, and residue is 
dissolved ill acetonitrile and made up to a known volume. Phenols are separated using a gradient 
HPLC system 'v-jth Ssymmetry ODS column (250 rom length x 4.6-mm id.) and determined using 
fluorescence and photodiode array detectors. 
The characterization of phenols is carried out at the Central Laboratories Unit  (CLU), UAE 
Uruversity. The individual phenols as well as total phenols in the samples are expressed as mg/I. 
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4.3.9 ummaty of Test Methods 
( '0 'U!lun.lnze, the tt'stmg methods u�cd in the l abor.ltory fo r the detcrmin,ltlon of the aboH' 
Illll e parameters are l isted 1 11 Table 4.2. 
Tab le 4.2 \ lethod and l !lHrument used to analyze for tbe target parameters. 
Paramcter Referen e Method I nstrument Used 
pH ! \Pl l \ 4S00 1 rR  p I  I mekr (.\lctrohm) 
(giYes Temperature as well) 
'ID� \PI J A 2540-C QlIantitallYC .\nalY"lS lIsmg I L\CH 
DO \PI fA 4<)00 OG Cole Parmer 
I- -- --
C &G \PH \ <):;20 C TOGjTPH Analyzer 
COD .\PH.\ 5220 C BehJ:otest 
BOD ,\PH..\ 521 0  B HACH 
-I- --
TOe APHA 5 3 10 C TOC- 1 2 00 Analyzer 
Phenols APH.\ 5530 D Photometry (J-L\CH) 
L'� I(P \ 80· H ,  Spcctrophotometry ( Vanan Cary SO) 
L" EP \ 555 I nch .. ,dual Phenols (Yman 3800 GC and \\'ate� .-\.lhance 2695 HPLC) 
4,-t QUALITY CONTROL & QUALITY ASSU RANCE 
.-\ppropndte Q.VQC procedures are foUowed during samp ling, transportatJOn, storage and 
testll1g. �-\n mternal quality control system (blanks, replicates, spike and recoyery etc) was 
followed to ensure the accuracy of the data obtamed. The fol l(w"'ing conditions were obseryed . 
4.4. 1  Type o f  Container: \X l1en collecting samples fo r the e,-entua] te ring fo r  a certain 
parameter, it is very Impo rtant to 'elect the app ropnate container that Will not in itself  be the 
reason tor false readmgs These are such as placing p henol contammg samp les Into a p lasttc 
type container which may ab 'orb the phenol I tself Or m another example usmg a container 
whIch IS see-through where a reaction between the paran1eter bC1I1g tested for and the 
constttuents would lead to a di fferent concentration ,'alue from the time o f  amphng to the 
POl l1t o f  ttme that the sample reaches the laboratory because o f  the actiYatJOn caused by LT-
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-;unl lght I IltOl.'lon lI1 to the bottle. :ample eoUeetlOn was earned out in thl� .-tud�- uSl l1g :l gla -: 
rype buttle with .1 l11gh density polyethylene type bottle cap ,1: shown in hg . .t. - t  
Fig. 4.4: Bottles are labeled and kept sealed until testl!1g. 
4.4.2 Preservation and Holding Time: 
\Jl samples were preserwd and were tested before the elapse of the holdll1g time specLf:ied b�' 
the . \PI L \. .\ Iethod a - lI1dlcated In Table 4-.3 









TO C Glass 1 00 Analyze immediately; add He) 10 pH <2 
and refngerate 
COD Plastic or 100 I Analyze as soon as possible or add dilute 
Glass I H S O .  to pH <2 and refrigerate 
BOD; Plastic or 1 000 I Refogerate 
Glass 
O&G Glas" 1000 Add dilute J I S04 to pH <2 and 
refngerate 
Phenols Glass 500 I Add H"SO. to pH <2 and Refogerate I 
-I- -
TDS Glass 500 Refngerate 
pI I & Plastlc or Nt\. \nalpe I mmediately 





Turbidil) Plastic or 1':.\ Analyze on the same day or store In dark 
Glass up to 24 hours refrigerate 
0: )te th3t cern [lite at -+ C; and lasnc conlal ners ace ru denslLV l\ e ge p gh . .  1' P lasncs t, be lLsed. 
• ',\= . or upplicab)e. ImmecLan:- analysIs 31 EPCL means WllblO one wocklrlg sluft = wltlun 8 hours. 
\dapted from �\PJ IA 1060 B [ t\PJ -Lo\ , 1 998] 
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I lolding time 
7 or 28 davs 
7 or 28 days 
6 to 48 hour 
28 days In either 
case 





� \  
24 or 48 hours. 
4.4.3 ampling 
�,lmrle bottles are washed and dned to en sure that they are clean for u se fhe sample bottle: 
were rinsed WIth the sample :en'ral ames p nor to the :ample co\lectJOn In order to ,n-old ,my 
cont,lminatlon arising from the sample bottle'. Sample bottle is fil led to the b nm of the bottle 
to Cllsure dut no reacoon Will occur with the .u r U1 the ,,-old space abo,-e the water l e,-el 
4.4.4 In-situ Testing 
\ 11\ 1l1-S1 tu testmg u 'ing portable p robes IS  done on the same 'ample collected at the site at the 
time of 'ample collectIOn. TI11S  I' ,-eIT Impo rt,mt to be followed and the probes must be cleaned 
as to ensure that no cross contaminatIOn between samples IS po ssible. In thiS study; 
temperature, p ]  I, DO and TDS were determined at the sampling location except for the 
neutralized spent caustic and tank water d rat n d raws samples whICh where tested \\'Itlun 1 5  to 
20 111lnute ' of bell1g withdrawn from the sample point. 
4.4.5 Transportation 
Sealed and labeled sample bottles from the site are transported to the l aboratory in the refinery 
,-ehides within 10- 1 5  nllnutes of sampling. In case, 'amplll1g time IS longer, a cool box is used 
to store the sampl es during samphng and transportation. Thi s  was done with all the samples 
which were extracted from the refinery proce s plant to b e  tested tn-house and also te ted at the 
CLC at C \E Cnn-ersity. 
4.4.6 Safety 
\\ 'hen dea.l1 11g WIth wastewaters from domestiC or industrial o rigin it I S  ..-err Important to ensure 
that the worker- are kept safe from harm. Blologtcal hazards, phySical and chel111cal hazards 
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whICh oost 111 th e sample ' and the reagents may cau�c senous Illness ;md harm. Therefofl:. 
s.lfety tUles ,md regulat10ns were strictly fol lowed dunng ·.unplU1g and sample ,malysls. 
4.5 STATISTICA L  ANALYSIS  
:,t,lttstical anal ysis  I S  re<.jUJ red when the rC 'ults are analysed t o  detef1mne I f  functIonal 
relationships eXI st between the phenol leycl and the leyel of other parameters in the final 
eftlucnt beforc d ischarge. Thi s i s  in line WIth the main aim o f  this study, whIch I '  to 
en 'ure that the regulato ry limits are adhered to by the EPCL refinery. The p resence of a 
relation:hip may aSSist the operators m making a deCISion about adherence to discharge 
Imut' Without the need to ,m,uyze for some parameters Data collected for statisbcal 
analy.-Is  and data plots as shown In Chapter 5 ha"e been chosen due to the consIstent 
a,ftJilability in the refinery oyer a pef10d of fi,e years, 2000-200·1 It should be noted that 
data u 'ed rep resent d,uly final e ftluent pond readmgs for ph enol, BO Ds, COD ,1Ild 
:ulp hide '. �-\l l  dat:l reported 111 \vhlch ,dlues ,ve re reported as "Ie s than a cert;un ,dlue" 
where onutted from the scatter graph s  plotted .\ fonthly awrages were used 111 the 
correlation analysI s a. well 
The correlations ,ve re deternu ned for p henol and other parameters i nclud.ing BODs, 
COD and 'ulphldes. The signtficance o f  the relat100 was statistically ,'en fied uS111g the 
method outlined by Anderson (1 987) . The 950 0 confidence limits (Cl) o f  the slope were 
calculated usi.ng Eq. -1-. 1 and -1-.2 [�\nderson, 1 987] : 
(-1-. 1) 
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\X 11Crt.\ t 1$ the student t yaluc , a is the level of sign i ficance, n IS the number o f  data POlnts, 
,U1d " I '  the 'tandard denation of r on x gtven by: 
In - I , " 
-- ( s � - b -s : ) /1 - 2  . 
\\ 'here, b IS the $1 )pe o f  the best fit line for the data and Sf and s, are th e standard dc,-iaoon of 
till' Y and x values, respectlye\y 
l"s tng the abmT cquation, the 95° 0 CI for the slope was determ1l1cd for each relationshtp ,  
r h e  (etattOo - h ip i s  considered sIg11lficant I f  the confidence intef\-a! of the slope does not pass 
through 7ero, 
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C HAPTER FIVE 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 INTRODUCT ION 
With reference to the objectives stated in Chapter 1 ,  this chapter compiles results from both the 
archive data which were available at the refinery and data which were collected during the course 
of this tudy. The di cussion revolves around three main topic areas and they are: 
a. A discussion and analysis of the most troublesome phenol-loaded wastewater streams is 
pre ented in ection 5.2. Also, under this section other chemical characteristics of the 
troublesome streams as analysed during this work are provided. 
b .  Section 5 .3  discusses the performance of the ETP. In this section, phenol 
characterization at the different processes as well as the performance of the ETP in reducing 
phenol is discussed. The section concludes with a discussion on the behaviour of other 
wastewater quality parameters throughout the processes of the ETP. 
c. Historical data collected from EPCL during 2000-2004 for the quality of treated 
wastewater are presented in section 5 .4. The data include levels of phenol, COD, BODs and 
sulphide in the final effluent pond of the ETP. The data are plotted to demonstrate the level of 
compliance with the stipulated regulatory standards .  The data were further utilized to determine 
the nature of relationships, if exist, between phenol and other parameters (BODs! COD! and 
sulphide) . This has been carried out with the aim of determining the critical parameters in 
meeting the discharge limits set by the regulators. The relationship between BODs and COD is 
also  investigated in a similar manner in this section and conclude the chapter. 
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5.2 TRO B LESOME WASTEWATE R  STREAMS 
5.2. 1 Identification o f  Troublesome Wastewate r  S treams 
In the analysis of the basic problems and challenges in meeting the regulatory specifications from 
the JAFZA, through the discussions with EPCL refinery employees and their confirmation on the 
mo t troublesome wastewater streams in addition to the review of the design data based on Table 
3 . 1 ,  the following three streams are considered the most troublesome; desalter effluent, 
neutralized spent caustic and tank water drains. The design phenol levels of these streams are: 1 0, 
1 0  and 238 mg/l, respectively. I t  is to be further noted that although for the tank water drain and 
desalter effluent the design is only 1 0  mg/l, refinery employees have confirmed, through refinery 
laboratory analysis, much higher levels recorded in both s treams depending on the type of crude 
in the tanks that is being dewatered or being sent for oil processing. 
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5 .2 .2  Sample Description 
'nlis section describes the samples collected from the troublesome waste streams. Physical 
parameters such as colour, appearance, odour in addition to a typical photograph of the sample of 
that ,vastewater stream are recorded. 
5 .2.2. 1 Neutralized spent caustic 
Location:  amp ling point 3 Fig. 4. 1 (Tank 22D-I09) 
Colour: Dark greenish-yellow liquid. 
Appearance: Liquid with black floating and settleable particulate matter (Fig. 5. 1) .  Some 
black/brown residues were also floating on the top surface of the sample. 
Odour: A b lend of very strong, pungent petroleum and sulphide type odour. 
Fig. 5 . 1: Neutralized spent caustic sample 
5 .2.2. 2 Desalter wastewater 
Location: amp ling point 1 Fig. 4 .1 .  
Colour: Colourless liquid (white with cloudiness) 
Appearance: Heavy suspension brackish water with brownish residual light particles in suspension, 
the liquid i s  also ery cloudy (Fig. 5.2) .  
Odour: A relatively pungent mixture of  saltish petroleum odour. 
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Fig. 5.2: Desalter wastewater sample 
5 .2.2.3 Tank draw wastewater 
Location: ampling pOillt 2 Fig. 4. 1 .  Drain water from 23D- 1 02, crude condensate storage tank. 
Colour: Dark yellow to brO\vrllsh in colour (due to the highly oxidized iron content). 
Appearance: Lquid with black floating and settleable sediments in addition to some dark 
particle/residues a lso floating on the top surface of tl1e sample (Fig. 5 .3) .  
Odour: � \ blend of nry strong, pungent petroleum and sulphide type odour. 
Fig. 5.3: Tank draw wastewater sample 
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5 . 2 . 3  T roublesome W a  tewater Stream Ch aracteristics 
The wastewater streams were tested for several parameters during the s tudy period and the values 
(range and average) are presented in Table S . 1 .  The table gives an indication of the characteristics 
of the wastewater s treams identlfied as troublesome. Discussion and summary of the results 
presented ill Table 5 . 1  i given in the ubsections below. 
Table 5.1: Charactenst:J.cs of the three main troublesome waste streams! . 
\Vastewater TypIcal Flow pH IDS COD Phenols) O&G DO TOC 
stream rate2 (mg/I) (mg/I) (mg/I) (mg/I) (mg/I) (mg/I) 
/Parameter 
Desalter Average 7 m3/hr/llnzt 7.5 1 29 753.5 0.95 <5 3.7 1 1 8  
effluent 
Max 7.9 m3/hr/unit 7.8 310 91 6 1 .33 <5 5.5 1 22 (ContInuous) 
Mm 6 1113/hr/unit 6.5 20 552 0.25 <5 1 .8 1 1 4  
Neutralized Average 80 1113jweek 7.0 24321 1 1 093 1 80.0 87 2.07 521 2 
spent Max 1 60 m3/week 7.1 65230 1 71 00 306 1 1 0  3.2 521 2 
causuc4 
Min 80 m3/week 6.8 1 1 560 5220 1 1 2  56 1 .1 521 2 (Batch) 
'X'ater drain Average 20.4 m3/batch 5.87 27385 34608 65.34 1 26 1 .3 22215 
from Max 263 m3/batch 6.1 86570 108100 330.0 21 7 2.5 39180 
conden ate 
tanks 
Min o m3/batch 5.6 14562 5250 0.63 8 0.3 5250 (Intermittent 
tBatchS) 
I Tabulated results are based on analysIs of 6 samples collected from each of the desalter effluent and water dram 
and 7 samples collected from the neutralized spent caustic waste stream. 
:!"Based on lOformauon obtailled through verbal rnSCUSSlOn s WIth refinery op erators. 
3Phenol -values are based on the EPCL (HACH Method) analysIs. 
4The flow from the neutralised spend caustic drum IS sent into a s torage tank at the ETP where the contammated 
effluent IS fed into the sequencmg batch reactors (C and D) !Il.lXed with ETP processed effluents at a rano range of 25-
35 1 (SBR in Eluen t: neutralized spen t caustIc). 
5Batches are considered after each lffiportation of crude condensate 
5 . 2 . 3 . 1  Neu tralized Spe n t  Ca ustic 
The dark colour observed in this sample is due to the presence of sulphides. The neutralized spent 
caustic is a mixture of many different compounds generated in the 1vffiROX processes. The dark 
colour of the sample is due to the presence of sulphides. The s trong sulphide odour indicates the 
presence of sulphides. As shown in Table 5 . 1  and by comparison to Table 3.1 we find that the pH 
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range for tills sample falls in the design range. The design parameter values for COD, TD , O&G and 
phenols are much higher than the actual values found in the analysis of samples dunng dus study. An 
average of 80 m3 of neutralised spent caustic is generated per week and at times of very high 
productlOn the waste s tream doubles to 1 60 m] per week. All the spent causuc goes to a holding 
storage tank where it is s tored and slowly processed through the ETP. 
5 . 2.3.2 De alter  E ffl uent Water 
The desalter eftluent water shows consistency in pH range with the design values for this stream. The 
TD is significantly lower by 1 0-fold in reality when compared to the design value. The COD for this 
s tream is around 800 mg/l as expected. However, it should be noticed that the average COD value is 
less than the design value but the maximum value recorded exceeded the average design value by 66 
mg/I. The actual phenols obtained during the analysis (average 0.95 mg/l) are much lower than the 1 0  
mg/l design value. The O&G level in the desalter eftluent « 5 mg/l) is also significantly less than the 
200 mg/l estimated design value. The desalter generates an average outflow rate equal to 7 m3/hr/unit 
Wlth two desalter units in the whole refinery. 
5.2.3.3 Tank D ra i n  Wate r 
The tank dram water was generally discoloured due to the presence of iron in the sample. Petroleum 
odour is expected as the drain water has leached from the condensate. The average pH value is lower 
than the design value. The recorded average value was 5 .87 as compared to the design range of 7 to 9 
(refer to Appendix 1 ,  s tream 1 3  on P&ID). The actual IDS value is 1 0-fold higher than the expected 
deSign value. However, the COD values recorded (average 34,608 mg/l) are much higher than the 
design value of 850 mg/I .  This was also, to a much lesser extent, the case 'with the phenol where the 
determined average value was 65.34 mg/l as opposed to 1 0  mg/I. But the wide range of phenol values 
shows that this s tream is extremely varied depending on the condensate crude that was in the tank the 
water was drawn from.  However, determined oil and grease values are about 1 0-fold less than the 
deSign value of 1 0,000 mg/I. The tank water drain wastestream is generated from the removal of 
wastewater from the crude condensate tanks. This IS usually done after receipt of tl1e crude into the 
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s torage tanks. The tanks water dnun wastewater is therefore a batch process in which batches can range 
from 0 to 260 m} of wastewater. The average wastewater volume drawn from any tank for any batch is 
around 20 m3 . .t\11 the wastewater goes to the ETP diversion box in an intermittent manner and any 
high flows are ciJverted to the surge pond where the wastewater mixes with the other plant influent 
stored in the surge pond. 
5 . 2.3.4 O th e r  Wastewater Streams Go ing to the ETP 
There are other wastewater s treams that flow into the ETP from the plant are contaminated waste 
streams. These can be re"viewed from the process and instrumentation diagram in AppendJx 1 .  To 
summarize, below is a description of each stream and the typical range of values of phenols and flow 
rates as per the operational data collected from the control and field operators in the refinery. 
a. our water stnper (S\V ) wastewater is a product of any units that may potentially contain 
hydrogen sulphide (H2 ) and ammonia in the plant. This may ari e, for example, from the plant 
overhead drums, acid gas knock out drums, etc. The S\V wastewater is sent to the desalter where 
It is u ed as wash water. Typical flow rate into the desalter through the wash water drum ranges 
between 0.+-6 m3/hr per condensate distillation unit (CDU) of which two exist in the plant. The 
s tripped sour water is stored in the wash water drum and the difference of wash water is made up 
through topping up the storage wash water drum with plant utility water. Thus, no data are 
available for the S\Xl wastewater stream independently as the refinery operatives test the desalter 
water outlet (brine water) after mixing and process only. Stripped sour wastewater is produced on 
an intermittent basis depending on the oil processing activities. 
b.  Boiler blowdown water is produced from the boiler activities. The blowdown rate ranges from OA 
to 1 m3/hr per CDU and the flows are continuous. The phenol concentrations in these streams 
(tested on three separate days) were lower than 0.003 mg/l. The phenol contribution from boiler 
blowdown is insignificant to the ETP influent. 
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c .  ooung water blo,-vd \vn i s  produced from the refinery cooLng tower operations. The blm\'down 
rate range from 3 t 5 m} /ill for 22 rus in e\�err 2-t. hr . The blowdown is ceased for 2 Ius at 
,-,,'wch tJ..me the refinery operao\"cs dose the cooling tower with a chemical for bioclde control. 
nce a month, the tower is shutdown for a whole day of maintenance and inspecoon. The phenol 
concentraoons in thcse treams (tested on three separate days) ,-vere lower than 0.003 mg/l.  Thus, 
phenol contnbution from the c oling water blo,-vdown is insignificant to the ETP influent. 
d. Condensate wa tewater generated from the LPG vaporizer, fuel oil line heater and caustic heaters 
range at  0.2�0.5 m3/hr, 0.5� 1 m3/hr and 0.5� 1 m3/hr, respectiYely. There is one LPG vaporizer· and 
one fuel oil heater but the flo\\' rates may double depending on the CDU operational proces ing 
rate . Therefore, the above rates can double when both distillation columns are running in full 
swing. \'V'astewater production flows from the caustic heater and fuel oil heater are continuous 
wherea dnt of the LPG vaporizer is intermittent. The phenol levels 111 all Wee streams were 
tested on wee different days and all the results showed phenol concentrations less than 0.003 
mg/l .  Again, the phenol contribution from the condensate wastewater is insignificant to the ETP 
mfluent. 
e. Oily water from the salt filters is removed in every swft through a drain valve and thus produced 
on an 111termittent basis. The remmTd oil water i drained at a rate of typically 1 0� 1 5 litres in every 
sruft (i.e .  e,�ery 8 Ius) where the drain will be opened for less than 5 minutes. The phenol leYels 
recorded for this stream (on Wee separate days) \vere 54, 56.7 and 78 mg/l .  Although the phenol 
concentration is relatively high in this s tream the flow rate is small. Thus, tll s stream does not 
contrlbute significandy to phenol loading on the ETP. 
f. Oily water from the Kero water coalescer is drained on a continuos basis at a rate of 0.5� 1 m} /ill 
per unit of which there are two, each one senring one CDU. The phenol levels (tested on Wee 
separate days) were found to be 0. 1 0, 0.22, and 0.28 mg/1. The values and flow rates from these 
units is small. Thus, phenol contribution from dUs stream to loading of the ETP influents is 
considered insignificant. 
g. Oily water from the DIesel water coalescer is drained on a continuos basis at a rate of 0.5� 1 m3/ ill 
per unit of which there are two, each one serv111g one CDU. The phenol levels of this stream 
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(te ted on thr e separat days) w re found to be 0. 1 8, 0.05, 0 .22 mg/I. The nlue and flo\\" rates 
from these units are small, agarn leading to an insignificant contribution to phenol loading. 
h .  J\ s far a tank farm storm ,vater and surface run off from rain is  concerned during the period of 
this tudy, It was not pos lblc nC1ther to collect samples and analyse for phenol nor calculate typical 
flo\v rates. However, it is unlikel) , that phenol contamina tion exists in rain water. 
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5.2.3.5 Phenol loadin from wa te treams 
for evaluatlOn pmpo es, all of the wastewater streams are discussed below and the re ults of a 
comparative phenol loading from all \vastewater streams are presented. 
Neutralized spent caustlc IS produced on internuttent basis at a rate of 80- 1 60 m3/week. The 
wastewater stream i stored in a dedicated tank in the ETP and is fed under controlled conditions into 
the ETP processing units directly in-line mixing \vhilst mixing with plant SBR influent. The average 
phenol concentration recorded from testing during dUs study was about 1 80 mg/l although the 
mUX1ITIum recorded value has been over 306 mg/I.  The average phenol loading is equivalent to 1 497.6 
kg/rr. 
There are two desalters in the refinery. The desalter generates an average outflow rate of 7 m3/hr/unit. 
The deslater m flow wash water .is made up of S\,(!S wastewater as well as plant utility make-up water. 
Phenols concentrations obtained dming the analysis (average around 0.95 mg/I) are much lower than 
the 1 0  mg/l design ,·alue. The maximum phenol concentration recorded was 1 .3 mg/l. The phenol 
loading on the ETP from both units is equivalent to an average of 1 3 1 .6 kg/yr. 
Tank water draws are produced on an intermittent basis. The wastewater produced from the tank 
drains yarleS greatly from nil to 262.7 m3/batch. The phenol concentrations also vary from 0.63-300 
mg/!. A ny excess tank drain wastewater received by the plant is diverted to the ETP smge pond for 
short term storage before processing through the ETP units. \'(!ith an average phenol concentration of 
65.34 mg/l and an a,rerage flow of 20.4 m3/batch, the average phenol loading on the plant is equivalent 
to 1 .33  kg/batch with a maximum of two batches (i .e .  two import srupments) per week. However, it is 
rnteresting to note that based on a receipt of maximum 262.7 m), the loading of phenol would increase 
to 1 7 . 1 6  kg/batch wruch is very significant. Based on the annual data collected from the srupping 
records in the year 2004 of crude condensate received in the refinery which includes the a,rerage water 
content per parcel delivered, the phenol loading would average 69. 3  kg/yr. 
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ther wa rcwater streams ongtnatulg from the bolier and cooling water blu\v down, polluted heater 
and \-aporlzer condensates, Ierox plant oily ·water from the salt fli ter , oliy water Kero and dtesel 
colesers as well a rain ·water do not contribute an)' significant phenol loading on the ETP influent. 
Table 5.2 summ arizes the characteristics o f  all the wastewater s treams with thelt corresponding flow 
rate , ;wcrage phenol concentration and annual phenol loadings. 
Table 5 . 2: Phenol loa cling on the ETP 
PHENOL 
�' aste  stream Flow rate Phenol loadingl 
Average mg/ l Std Deviation # samples kg/yr 
Neutralised spent 
causae 80- 1 60 m} /week 1 80.03 69.53 7 1 497.8 
De alter 65.74 kgl urnt/),r 
·WJ ste\va ter or 
6-7.9 m} Ihr/urnt 0.95 0.5 6 1 3 1 .5kg/yr 
Tank dr3.l1l draw 
wastewater2 0-262.7 m3/batch 65.34 1 30.06 6 69.3 
Sour water .-\11 flows go ,-\]J flows go :\11 flows go 
,\'astewater through the through the through the 
0.4-6 m3/hr desalter desalter 3 desalter 
Botler blowdown 
wasteWJ ter 0.4- 1 m3/hr <0.003 N.-\ 3 <0.026 
Coohng wa ter 
blowdown 
waste\va ter 3-5 m}/hr < 0.003 N.-\ 3 <0. 1 3 1  
Condensate LPG 
wastewater 0.2-0.5 m3/hr <0.003 NA 3 <0.0 1 3  
Condensate fuel 
heater wastewater 0.5-1 m}/hr  <0.003 NA 3 <0.026 
Condensate caustic 
heater wastewater 0.5- 1 m}/hr  <0.003 NA 3 <0.026 
Salt filter 
wastewa ter 0.00 1 56 m3/hr 62.9 1 3 . 1 5  3 0 876 
Kero water 
coalescer 
wastewater 0.5- 1 m3/hr 0.2 0.092 3 1 .75  
DIesel water 
coale seer 
wastewater 0.5- 1 m3/hr 0. 1 5  0.089 3 1 .3 1  
Storm water3 from 
tank farm and pad 
run-off N.-\ Not tested NA N.'\ NA 
1 .-\nnual phenol loading has been calculated USlng the maximum hourly Iweekly flow rates (production) and the average 
phenol concentration ill the waste stream. 
2 The total quanaty of tank drain water was obtained from the shipping records of the refinery for 2005 \\lth a total received 
tank drain water of 1 060.8 m}. It is not possIble to calculate an hourly rate due to the intermittent flow nature of the stream 
in addiaon to the fact that quantlbeS recel';ed ill one shipment fluctuate from 0 to 200 m3 of wastewater. 
3 Storm water from the tank farms origlnates from storm water contained inSIde the tank bund area, whereas pad run-off 15 
attnbuted to storm water onglnating from open concreted areas \vithin the process plant and roads. 
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5.2 .4  C h a racterization o f  Phenols  i n  the Troublesome Wastewater Streams 
Three finger pnnt plots for phenols have been made for the main troublesome streams using the 
phenols data collected for the tank drain water, neutralized spent caustic and the desalter water. 
These are shown in Figs. 5 .4-5.6.  Discussion of these results is presented below. 
5 . 2.4. 1 Tank d rain w a te r  phenols c h aracterization 
Figure 5 .4 shows the concentration of 1 6  different phenols and total phenol in the tank drain 
wastewater stream. The figure shows results of samples collected from two separate tanks, tank 
23D- I 03 and tank 23D- 1 0 1 , both containing different crude condensates. The concentration of 
phenols varie significantly v..1th certain types of phenols such as cresols, 2,4-dimethylphenol and 
2,6-dichlorophenol . The non-existence of 5 to 7 out of 1 5  compounds is evident in both samples 
inchcating that  cresols, 2,4-dimethylphenol and 4-chloro-3-cresol as well as o-cresol + 2-
cycloheAJ'I-4,6-dinitrophenol compounds are probably consistently available 111 the condensate 
tank wa te steam. Furthermore, m, p-cresols seems to be the highest in concentration recorded 
after phenol and shows similar peak concentrations as o-cresol + 2-cydohexyl-4,6-dinitrophenol. 
These compounds are probably found due to chemicals added during exploration and pre­
treatments which are undertaken on the crude condensate prior to arrival at the refinery as 
111chcated in Chapter 2. Other nitro and chloro-phenol are present in small amounts. 
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5.2.4 .2 
1 0  
o Tmk Dram \'(,'.",.. (23D- 1 03) 
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Neutralized spent caustic wastewater phenols characterization 
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Figure 5 . 5  shows the concentrations of  the 1 6  different phenols and total phenol in the neutralized 
spent caustic waste stream. Most of the phenol compounds present in this waste stream are similar 
to tho e found in the tank draw waste stream. These include 2,4,6-trichlorophenol, m p-cresols 
2,3,4-tetrachlorophenol, o-cresol + 2-cyclohexyl-4,6-dinitrophenol and phenoL Ho\vever, in this 
waste s tream, o-cresol + 2-cyclohexyl-4,6-dinitrophenol and m,p-cresols are detected in 
concentrations nearly equal to that of phenoL The non-existence of 1 0  out of 1 5  compounds is 
evident. The 5 phenol compounds detected in this waste stream are probably products o f  the 
ferox and subsequent neutralization reactions that take place in the plant operations. These are 
found due to posslbly the violent catalysis oxidation reactions and subsequent acid-base reactions 
(neutralizabon) that take place in the reactors on the final raw products prior to final product 
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storage anel export fr m the refinery . .i\galJ1, phenol and m-cresol seem to be the highest 111 
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Fig. 5.5 :  Characterization "fingerprint" plot of phenols for neutralized spen t caustic. 
5 .2 .4 .3 Desalter effluent wastewater phenols characterization 
Figure 5.6 shows the concentrations of the 1 6  different phenols and total phenol in the desalter 
waste stream on the 2 sampled days. The variations of phenols are very much consistent. Again we 
find that straight phenols and cresols are highest in the stream at nearly equal levels. Also, 2 4,6-
trichlorophenol, 2,4-dichlorophenol, 2,4,S-trichlorophenol, o-cresol + 2-cyclohexyl-4,6-
dinitrophenol, 2,3,4-trichlorophenol, and 2,4-dimethlylphenol,l exi t in nearly equal concentrations 
in both samples tested. Furthermore, 4-chloro-3-cresol and 2,6-dichlorophenol are present in this 
waste\vater stream as well. 
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Based on the h .... o sampling rouMes It IS e\;dent that the leyel of  phenol deriYatlyes are less than 
the leyels 10 the dram water and the neutralized caustic treams. The desalter sample is ,'ery much 
dependent on the c n tents of the condensate which it washes. The maximum availability of  
phenols as  a total does not  excecd the range of 0.5-0.6 mg/l which is less than that of the tank 
wastcwater stream ( 1 .0-3.5 mg/l) and much less than the levels in the neutralized pent cau tic 
willch he behycen 30 and 1 1 0 mg/l. The low lenl of phenols in this waste s tream is most probably 
due to the Imv solubility and cIlssociation of phenol compounds as discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Fig. 5 .6 :  Characterization "fingerprint" plot of  phenols for desalter waste stream on 2 separate days. 
From the characterization phenols in the troublesome streams it is evident that: 
1 .  The ratios of the same phenol compounds is quite similar in most cases but it is noted that the 
tank drain waste s tream show greatest variations based on the different crude condensate tanks 
that drain water originates from. 
2. Phenol and m,p-cresols are the most dominant phenols in the waste streams. 
9 1  
3. Phenol, m,p-cresol , o-cresol, tr:i and tetra-chlorophenols and to a lesser extent 4-chloro-3-cresol 
arc comm n among these streams. 
It should be noted that the formation of  substituted phenols in the aforementioned waste streams may 
depend upon se,'eral fact rs including: the structure of the molecule, favourable position ill the 
benzene nng for substitution, favourable temperature for the formation of that particular compound, 
the pH of the stream, and competition of other compounds such as chlonne and rutrogen containing 
compounds ill the trearn. 
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5.3 PERFORMANCE OF THE EFFLUENT T REATEMENT PLANT (ETP) 
5.3 . 1 Sample De cription 
\' Ith reference to the amples that were te ted through the process, below is a description of typical 
samples tested from the dtfferent treatment processes in the ETP. Parameters included in sample 
descript10n are colour, appearance, and odour. 
5.3. 1 . 1 Diversion box (CPI- Inl et) water 
Location: ampling point 4 Fig. 4.1. 
Colour: Yellowish liquid (slightly cloudy) 
Appearance: Liquid with floating and settleable sediments, with heavy suspension of black particles 
(Fig. 5 .7) .  
Odour: A petroleum oily type smell which is  relati,'ely pungent. 
Fig. 5.7: Diversion Box (CPI-Inlet) wastewater sample 
5.3. 1 .2 CPI  outlet/ IGF inlet 
Location: Sampling point 5 Fig. 4. 1 .  
Colour: Greenish-yellow tinted liquid (slightly cloudy) 
Appearance: Liquid with floatable and settleable particulate matter. Heavy suspension in the liquid 
widl some black particles (Fig. 5 .8) .  
Odour: A petroleum oily type smell which is relatively pungent. 
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Fig. 5.8: CPI outlet/IGF Inlet 'wastewater sample 
5 .3 . 1 . 3  IGF outlet/S B R  inlet 
Location: ampling poin t  6 Fig. 4. 1 .  
Colour: Greeni h-yellow tinted liquid (slightly cloudy) 
Appearance: Liquid witl1 floatable and settleable particulate matter. Heavy suspension in the liquid 
\yuh orne black particles (Fig. 5.9) .  
Odour : A petroleum oily type smell which i slightly pungent. 
Fig. 5.9:  IGF outlet/SBR inlet wastewater sample 
5.3 . 1 .4  S B R  B Outlet/Inlet to the settling pond/sand filter inlet 
Location: Sampling point 7 Fig. 4. 1 .  
Colour: Clear slightly greenish tint liquid. 
Appearance: Liquid with small brownish settleable particulates (Fig. 5 . 1 0) .  
Odour: A slight petroleum oily type smell. 
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Fig. 5 . 10: SBR B Outlet/Inlet to the settling pond/sand ftlter inlet wastewater sample 
5 . 3 . 1 . 5  Sand filter outlet/Carbon bed inlet 
Location: ampling point 9 Fig. -U .  
Colour: Relatiyely opaque and clear liquid and colourless. 
Appearance: Liquid with some settleable particulates with a very slight suspension but making the 
ample relatlYely opaque but also with slight cloudiness (Fig. 5 . 1 1 ) .  
Odour: "\ ,-ery slight petroleum oily type smell .  
F i g .  5 . 1 1: Sand ftlter outlet/Carbon bed inlet wastewater sample 
5.3. 1 .6  Carbon bed outlet 
Location: Sampling point 1 0  Fig. 4. 1 .  
Colour: Opaque, colourless and clear liquid. 
Appearance: 0 significant suspension or settleable particulates can be seen (Fig. 5 . 1 2) .  
Odour: 0 detectable smell. 
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Fig. 5 . 12: Carbon bed outlet wastewater sample. Bottle is dirty from outside 
5.3 . 1 . 7  Final effluent pond (Look-See Bas in) 
Location: Sampling point 1 1  Fig. 4 . 1 .  
Colour: Opaque, colourle s and clear liquid. 
Appearance: 0 significant suspension or settleable particles can be seen. A few slight particles settled 
at tlle bottom of sample bottle, probably from algal growth in tlle final discharge pond (Fig. 5. 1 3) .  
Odour: 11 detectable smell. 
Fig. 5. 13: Final effluent pond wastewater sample 
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5 . 3 .2  Effluent Parameter T h ro ugh the Treatment 
amples were collected and analysed from the inlet and outlet of the ETP units to investigate 
temporal variation of parameter values. amples were collected at every six hour intervals over a 
penod o f  48 hrs. Figures 5 . 1 4-5 . 1 8  how the results (of the tested parameters) and indicate the 
general trends during monitoring. The results are further discussed below. 
5 .3.2. 1 pH 
Figure 5 . 1 4  hows variations in the pH value of tl1e inlet and outlet of the ETP units. Typically, the 
pH stays wlthin a range of  6.5 to 7.5. This is expected because there are no additives that would 
change the pH drasncally. A the BR is a batch process that results in homogenization of the 
lflcoming streams, we find that  the pH values of the inlet sand fil ter and inlet carbon bed are 
relatively steady at around 7.2. It  should be noted that the pH is an important parameter to be 
controlled during treatment of the effluent in the SBR. 
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Fig. 5 . 14: pH variation wiili time over 48-hr duration 
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5.3.2.2 Tem pe rature 
Figure 5. 1 5  shows varianons of temperature of lncoming and treated effluent for each urut 
process. ampling tar ted at midnight which is typically a cooler time of the day. The ambient 
temperature play a major part in affecting the effluent temperatures throughout the processes, the 
peak temperatures are typicalJy at midday with the cycle lowest temperature at midnight and 
highest at rrudday. The temperature does not differ much between different processes and the 
trend is alike for all processes. 
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Fig. 5 . 15 :  Temperature variation with tlme over 48-hr duration 
5 .3.2.3 TDS 
Variations in the IDS of the incoming and treated effluen t for each unit process are demonstrated 
1I1 Fig. 5. 1 6. IDS variations in the CPI and IG F seem to be very much related to variation in the 
IDS of the inlet to the treatment plant. I t  is not eviden t that the initial CPI and IGF processes 
have any real impact on IDS where there is no change between inlet CPI IDS values and those of 
the outlets of the CPI and the IGF. The IDS for the outlet of the SBR, sand filter and carbon bed 
does not fluctuate much but is at higher value than that of the CPI and IGF. Little fluctuation in 
the IDS of the inlet sand filter and carbon bed is due to homogenization of waste streams in the 
SBR. Higher IDS at the inlet of these units is probably due to that fact that the SBR increases the 
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'il  levels due to the dosing of nitrogen compounds and phosphates through addltion of urea 
and phosphonc acid to assist in BR action. 
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Fig. 5 . 16: IDS variation with time over 48-hr duration 
5.3 .2 .4  COD 
Variations in the COD of the incoming and treated effluent for each unit process are shown in 
Fig. 5. 1 7 .  Although there are significant variations in the COD of the influent of the CPI ,  IG F and 
SBR, there is not a particular trend of increase or decrease of the parameter value within the 
monitoring duration. The influent I G F  has generally higher COD than that of the stream entering 
the CPI .  This is possibly due to dissolution (emulsification) of some of the organic matter in the 
CPI that was originally not dissolved when the stream entered the CPI itself. It is also noted that 
the COD level entering the SBR is almost similar to that entering the IGF, indicating that the IGF 
does not remove COD .  
However, the graph reveals that the SBR process is very effective in removlng COD as 
demonstrated by the significant drop in the COD of the inlet to the sand ftlter compared to the 
levels at the outlet of the IGF. The graph also demonstrates that the sand filter has practically no 
effect on COD reduction as the values at tl"le inlet of the sand filter and the inlet of the carbon bed 
remain the same. 
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It is interestmg to note the high fluctuations of COD in the ETP influent. A possible explanation 
or this is the l11terrruttent flow from the tank water that is usually high in COD (refer to Table 5 . 1) 
as compared to other continuously flowing wastewater streams such as the desalter and blow-
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Fig. 5 . 17 :  COD variation with time over a 48-ru duration 
5.3.2.5 Phenol 
Figure 5 . 1 8  shows variations of phenols in the incoming and treated effluent of each unit process ( 
te ted USIng HACH and UV methods) . The values of phenol in treated wastewater preceding the 
SBR fluctuate between 0.5- 1 . 5  mg/I. A fter the SBR treatment, phenol levels drop to around 0 . 1  
mg/I. 
FIgure 5 . 1 8  further shows a similar trend of phenol fluctuations as that of the COD. Again, the 
SBR has the most effective impact on the reduction of phenols due to degradation of phenol in 
the reactor. 
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Fig. 5 . 18: Vanation of phenol WIth time as detected by HACH Method (top) and UV Method (bottom). 
5.3.3 Reduction of Phenol across ETP Process Units 
Total phenol removal across the ETP processes is illustrated in Fig. 5 . 1 9. The figure clearly depicts 
the effect  of the SBR on phenol reduction. The physical and chemical separation units (CPI and 
IGF) do not have any real effect on phenol removal as similar phenol levels (compared to the 
entering waste s tream) are observed in the outlet of these processes. The observed slight increase 
10 phenol in the sand filter and carbon bed could be due either to experimental errors or time lag 
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in collecung the sample . The carbon reactor has a positive effect on removal of phenol as 
depIcted by the decrease in the level of phenol in the effluent pond as compared to the inlet of the 
carbon bed. Figure 5 . 1 9  also illustrates the fluctuanon in the phenol level entering the ETP which 
ranges bet\veen 0.3- 1 . 5  mg/I. This range could even be wider if sample were taken over longer 
dura nons. uch tlucruatlons are mainly attributed to varying phenol levels in the desalter and tank 
drain wastewater s tream . 
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Fig. 5. 19: Change in Phenols across process units in the ETP taken at different times. 
Symbols represent different data sets taken on different days 
5.3.4 Behaviour of Wastewater Parameters Across the ETP Units 
.Analysis resul ts for samples collected in this s tudy from the ETP units are utilized to generate 
graphs that describe the behaviour of the different parameters tested across the unit processes. 
The processes described in this section include the CPl, lGF, SBR, sand filter and carbon bed. 
amples were collected across (influent and effluent) each process. 
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S.3 .4. 1 C h ange in Temperature 
FIgure 5 .20 shows that the temperature variation is quite Insignificant, fluctuating by about one 
degree in any day and no more than nine degrees between different sets of data due to time of day 
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Fig. 5.20: Change In temperature across process units in the ETP taken at different times. 
Symbols represent different data sets taken on different days 
5.3 .4 .2  C h anges in pH 
Figure 5.21 shows that the variations in pH are not high with a maximum change of about one 
unit throughout the whole plant. This is probably because the mixed inlet  comes from many 
different s treams and thus shows a particular characteristic mixture pH.  The pH is generally 
controlled as the SBR selective bacteria require stable pH values. Although not clearly 
demonstrated in the graph, the pH is expected to drop slightly in the SBR due to the addition of 
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Fig. 5 .21 :  Changes in pH across process units in the ETP taken at different times. 
Symbols represent different data sets taken on different days 
5 .3.4.3 Changes in TDS 
Figure 5 .22 shows that for the same sampling period the IDS remains almost the same in the cpr 
and rGF but changes as the waste received changes for different periods. The wastewater in the 
BR usually has higher IDS than the level in previous unit processes due to the high level of TDS 
in the recei\.·ed neutralized spent caustic (Table 5 . 1) that is not processed in the CPI or IGF. The 
Inlet and outlet of the sand filter retains almost the same IDS value for a certain processed batch. 
Also as discussed above, higher IDS at the inlet of these units could be due to that fact that the 
BR increases the TDS levels due to tl1e dosing of nitrogen compounds and phosphates through 
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5 .3. 4.4 Changes i n  dissolved oX'Yge n (DO) 
Fig. 5.23 shows that the DO content in the influent of the ETP is generally low. This is probably 
due to the consumption of oxygen that takes place in the diversion box due to the high organic 
loadings of the waste. The DO increases significantly with the air injection that takes place in tl1e 
�BR. The oxygen remains constant afterwards throughout the polishing processes giving an 
lndicatlon that there are no significant biodegradable organic pollutants to consume the oxygen in 
the later stages. The DO increases in the final effluent pond as it is ejected from a hight onto the 
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S.3 .4 .S  C h anges in chem ical  oxygen demand 
Figure 5.2-+ hows that the COD is reduced significantly through the SBR process, with the 
concentration dropping from an average of 472-5 1 0  mg/l across tl1e cpr and IGF to 1 25 mg/l 
after the SBR. The SBR is lie most effective process in reducing the COD. It is possible liat 
degradation still takes place across the sand filter causing such reduction while sorption as well as 
some degradation might be active in the carbon bed. 
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5.4 R E LATION SH I P  BETWE EN P H ENOL AND OTH E R  WATE R  Q UALITY 
PARAMETERS 
In dus section, historical data collected from EPCL during the years 2000-2004 for the quality of 
treated \va tewater in the final effluent pond are u tilized to analyse regulatory compliance trends 
and to determine the nature of relationships, if exist, between phenol and other parameters 
(BODs/COD/ and sulphide). This is with the aim of determining the critical parameters in 
meeting the discharge limits set by regulators. The relationship between BODs and COD is also 
inyestigated in a similar manner. 
5 . 4 . 1  Analysi s  o f  H is torical  D a t a  a n d  Regu l atory Compliance o f  F i n a l  E ffluent 
In investigating the level of compliance of the fInal processed effluent with the stipulated 
regulatory standards, the data for the fIve years (2000-2004) were plotted for every day on a plot 
of concentration versus time. This was done for the four parameters: phenol, BODs, COD and 
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sulphides (see Fig. 5 .25). A strrught line also appears on each plot and represents the regulated 
monthly ayerage lurut of that parameter. 
It hould be empha lZed here that the ETP was commissIOned in 2000. 1eanwhlie, discussion 
vlith the EPCL refmery operatives revealed that in 2004 the condensate distillation columns 
(mall ou processing units) were shut down for some time interchangeably throughout the year. 
Due to the reduced wastewater stream that £Jows from the daily operations, entering the ETP 
during 2004, the refinery operatives attempted to maxim.ize processing of stored wastewaters 
from the surge pond and also by processing greater amounts of stored neutralized spent caustic 
through the four operating SBR units. 
As obvious from Fig. 5 .25,  the concentration of phenol, COD, BODs and sulphide in the final 
effluent exceeded the regulations for the major part of the first one and half years of operation 
where the final effluent in many case was reprocessed or diluted before discharge. The monthly 
averages for the period were also high with reference to the records. However, from August 
200 1 onwards, the daily readings of these parameters started complying to a much greater degree 
with refinery operatives having clearly better control on the plant operations. Higher 
concentration of phenol, COD, BODs and sulphide at early s tages of operation was probably 
due the fact that the plant was still under commissioning conditions and plant operatives were 
streamlining the operations ,,,-ithin the plant. 
With the activation of four SBR units in April 2003, i t  is apparent that a better control of 
phenol, COD, BODs and sulphide is observed in the final effluent, with lesser fluctuation in the 
parameter value. It should also be mentioned that although more troublesome wastewater was 
processed in the ETP in 2004 (as previously indicated), the final effluent values of phenol, 
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Fig. 5.25:  Concentration of phenol, COD, BODs and sulphide in the final effluent during 2000-2004. 
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5 . 4 . 2  Re lation hip Between Water Qual ity Param eters i n  the Final  E ffl uent 
In tlus section the determination of any functional relationship that exists between treated 
wastewater quality parameters In the final effluent of the ETP IS investigated. The section 
discusses: 
a. Relationship between phenol and COD /BODs/ sulphides; 
b. RelatIOnship between COD and BODs. 
5 .4 .2 . 1 Correlation betwee n  phenol  and BODs/COD/sulphide 
Correlation graphs of phenol versus BODs/COD / sulphide in the final effluent pond are shown 
In Figs. 5 .26-5.28. The data from the final effluent include previous daily data collected during 
:WOO to 2004-. The data were plotted for all the data sets year by year. The graphs on the top 
show the data of the five years with each represented as a different series. The graphs at the 
bottom show the data excluding those of year 2000 (the commissioning year of the plant). 
It is quite clear that there i a large scatter of the data points in all graphs even when the data 
from first operational year were excluded. The level of scatter of data is clearly reflected by the 
low r2 values of the linear fit as shown in Table 5 .3 .  Nevertheless, the significance of the 
relationship was judged by the confidence interval of the slope (Cl), such that a relationship is 
considered statistically significant if the slope is different from zero. Table 5.3 shows that the 
relationship between phenol/BODs and phenol/COD are considered significant but weak while 
that between phenol and sulphide is not significant. 
1 10  
Table 5.3:  Relationships between phenol and other water parameters based on dally data from fmal 
ertluent pond readings 
Confidence 
Rclationslup L1l1ear Equation 2 Interval of Figure r the slope 
(Cl) 
Data 2000-2004 BODs(+20011)= 3 1 . 1 52 Phenol + 1 3.63 0. 1 1 35 3 1 . 1 52 ± 6.05 5.26 top 
BODs-Phenol 
Da ta �oo 1 -2004- BODs(.2nOO)= 1 6.859Phenol + 1 3. 1 7  0. 1 028 1 6.859 ± 4.65 5.26 bottom 
.BODs-Phenol 
Data 2000-2004 COD(+2000)= 49.2 1 6Phenol + 75 0. 1 0 1 7  49.2 1 6  ± 7.94 5.27 top 
COD-Phenol 
Data 200 1 -2004 CODpooo)= 65.5Phenol + 67.2 0.0809 65 .5  ± 1 4.45 5.27 bottom 
COD-Phenol 
Data 2000-2004 Sulphide(+2oOrl)= 0.85Phenol +0.0002 0.278 1 0.85  ± 0.322 5.28 top 
ulphlde-Phenol 
Da ta 2.00 1 -2004- Sulphide( 2LlQ() = 0.098 Phenol + 0.0 1 89 0. 1 007 0.098 ± 3.03 5.28 bottom 
ulphide-Phenol 
Since the regulator is interested in the degree of the monthly compliance to the parameters and 
tolc:r�tes exceeding of regulatory ,-alues on a daily discharges, it is worth to investigate the 
exi tence of  relationship between phenol and other parameters u ing monthly a,Terages of the 
parameter yalues. Table SA summarises these relationships. 
Table 5.4:  Relationships between phenol and other water parameters based on monthly average of final 
effluent pond readings 
Relat10nship Linear Equation i Confidence interval of 
the slope (CI) 
BODs-Phenol BODs=43.7 Phenol +9.7 0.56 43.7 ± 1 5.3 
COD-Phenol COD=68.6 Phenol + 7 1 .3 0.25 68.6 ± 37.25 
Sulplude-Phenol Sulphide= 1 .29 Phenol + 0. 1 769 0.76 1 .29 ± 0.38 
The slopes of the relationships based on monthly averaging (Table 5 .4) compare well with those 
based on daily analysis (Table 5 .3) .  However, averaging dampens the scatter of the data as 
1 1 1  
reflecteu by the lugher r2 values in Table 5.4. evertheless, the applicability of  these relaoonslups 
can not be reLed upon as the effluent need to be morutored and controlled on a daily basis. But, 
the relaoonships could be imp rtant as the regulator is also interested in the degree of the 
monthly complwnce to the parameters and tolerates exceeding of regulatory values on a daily 
baSIS as long as the monthly averages are controlled within the acceptable limits. 
I f  we are to consider th regulator' requirements in the final e ffluent as per Table 2.2, which call 
for 1 00, 20 and 0.05 mg/l for COD, BODs and sulphides, respectively, then sub titution into 
the established relationships for monthly average data, w hich are summarized in Table 5.4, 
shows that phenol, w hich is regulated at 0. 1 mg/l, is the critical factor. Thus, if the COD nlue is 
1 00 mg/l then phenol in the final e ffluent would be 0.42 rug/l which is higher than the 
regulator's hrrut. For BODs at  20 mg/l, the phenol would be 0.24 rug/l which again IS greater 
than the regulator's permissible limit. For sulphides at 0.05 mg/I, the phenol value would be 0. 1 4  
mg/l which IS again greater than the allowable limits set by the Authority. 
111ese relationships may be used \\'ith great cautlOn to estimate expected conformance of 
parameters with regulators requirements. Generally, meeting a phenol value of 0. 1 mg/l or less 
in the final e ffluent prior to discharge means tha t  the regulatory limits for COD, BODs and 
sulphides are met on a monthly average basis only. I t  should be further noted that although 
lmear regression was adopted to establish relationships between phenol and other parameters, 
other non-liner relationships including logarithmic and power relationships were investigated but 
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Fig. 5 .26: BODs versus phenol concentration for daily final effluent data, for the years 2000 to 2004 
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Fig. 5.27: COD versus phenol concentration for datly flnal effluent data for the years 2000 to 2004 (top) 
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5 .4.2.2 Relation hip between COD and BODs 
Figure 5 �9 sho\\'s dally \'ariation in the BODs "ersus COD for the final effluent during the 
years 2000-2004. The data in 2000 show very high values for both parameters (Fig. 5 .29 top) as 
compared to data from later years due probably to plant streamlining period. Nevertheless, the 
amount of scatter in the data is profound in all the years . 
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Fig. 5 .29: COD versus BODs values recorded from the effluent pond using the daily data for the years 
2000 to 2004 (top) and the years 200 1 to 2004 (bottom). 
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Results f Meat regression f the data including and excludrng those of year 2000 are listed in 
Table 5.5 . •  \gain, the relationship are weak Qow r1 but tatistically ignificant as the confidence 
lI1tcryal of the slope does not pass through zero. The scatter in the data is again dampened by 
regressll1g monthly ayerage data as compared to daily data. Based on the regression results it can 
be concluded that the effluent has a COD:BODs ratio of  about 1 : 1 .6 .  The line of best fit 
ll1tercepts the y-aXIs at a OD value of  55-58 mg/l which may be considered the non-
degradable part of  the organic matter in the treated effluent. 
Table 5.5: Relationships between BODs and COD based on daily data from final effluent pond rea clin gs. 





data 2000-2004 COD( 2000)= 1 .573BODs + 58.2 0.420 1 1 . 573 ± 8.64x l 0  s 
COD- BODs top 
DaJ..ly 5 .29 
da ta 200 1 -2004 CODC-2oOO)= 1 .267BODs + 58.5 0. 1 007 1 .267 ± 0.000225 
COD- BODs bottom 
110nthly average 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM MENDATIONS 
6 . 1  S U M MARY AND C ONCLUS I ONS 
Phen 1 is  a wastewater quality parameter that the regulator closely look at  while monitoring the wastes 
from heay)" mdustries Dch as refineries.  Lttle i known of the e ffectIveness of the commonly 
employed treatment proce se for the remonl of phenol from refinery wastewater in the AE. The 
ratIonale bchmd this tudy s tem from the fact  that the condensate refinery (EPCL) is facing challenges 
to maintain a consistent tandard of phenol in the fmal effluent of treated wastewater. T11e main 
objectIves of thi study were to investigate the. efficiency of E PCL ETP in reduction of phenol in the 
refinery wastewater and to explore the potential correlation between phenol and other water quality 
parameters in the treated wastewater. 
The ad,Terse effects of phenols on the recelvmg environment have been reyiewed. It is well 
documented that phenol and its derivatives pose danger to both humans and marine life with varying 
toxicities which depend on their solubility and persistence in the system .  The sources and formation of 
phenol and its derivatives are based on many complex reactions. 
This study provides an in-depth description of the unit processes in the ETP employed to treat the 
different waste streams generated at  EPCL. To achieve the stated objectives of  this study, some of the 
waste streams as well as the influent and effluent of each unit process at the refinery wastewater 
treatment plant have been characterized for phenol and other water parameters. The study has also 
identified the different types of phenols which are formed in the processes. The limitations of this 
study have been mentioned in Chapter One a referred to in the "Scope of \'V'ork". The following 
conclusive remarks/observations are drawn based on the data collected in this study and those 
collected from the refinery testing records: 
1 1 8  
1 .  fhe proce sec m the refinery ETP are di ffer nt i ll th ir charactenstics, retention time and 
treatment e fficJCl1cies wIth the egucncmg Batch React r ( B R) hom gemses the effluent 
before the final pollslul1g tep . 
lbe effluent streams going through the plant \rar)' ill their chemical charactenstics O\rer time but 
\'ariuu ns become less pronounced after the SBR.  
3 .  Phenol ill refinery wastewaters comes from different sources such as the tank water dram 
(condensate crude tank dra\\.'s), the neutralized spent caustic waste as well as the desalter 
\Va tewater streams. The neutralized spent caustic stream, desalter wastewater stream and tank 
drain wastewater streams produce average annual phenol loa clings of 1 497.8, 1 3 1 .5 and 69 . 3  kg, 
re pectrvely. Although phenol 'were detected in other sources ( oily water salt filter, kero water 
coalescer and diesel water coalescer or the flow rates of d1ese streams provide insignificant 
phenol loa cling on the ETP. 
4. The concentration of phenols in d1e troublesome waste streams yary significantly between 
certain types o f  phenols with phenol, m,p-cresols, o-cresol, tri and tetra-chlorophenols and to a 
lesser extent 4-chloro-3-cresol are common among these wastewater streams. 
5. Phenol and m-p-cresols are the most dominant types in the wastewater streams. 
6. The existence of 7 out of 1 5  phenol compounds in the troublesome waste streams is evident, 
indicating that these compounds are probably consistently available in the processed condensate 
crude oil . 
7 .  Varianons between phenol types are most significant in the tank draw wastewater due to the fact 
that these stream originate from streams which are affected by the type o f  oil in the crude oil 
tanks. Phenol concentrations vary between 0.63 and 330 mg/I .  
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R. B ased on the ample !lected from the effluent of the treatment proce ses, I t  is eVIdent that 
odour, colour and clarity unproyc . Igruficantly through the tages of  the tr atment plant. 
9. The most e ffcc t!\'e process within tl1e ETP for the reductIOn of organic loadmg, phenols, and 
ulphlde IS th S B R .  
1 0. RelationshIp between phenol concentration i n  the discharged final effluent a n d  other water 
parameters l11cluillng COD /BODs/ sulphides are weak but statistically significant. 
1 1 . On the average, the final effluent of  the ETP is characterized by a COD- to- BODs ratio of about 
1 .6 \V1th 55 mg/l non-degradable COD. 
6 . 2  RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study h a s  given coverage of  several aspects of the operation of the EPCL ETP but h a s  been 
linuted to the time and available resources. Findings of this study may be used for future research 
projects aimed at reduction of phenols in the e ffluent. It is, therefore, recommended iliat: 
1 .  A detailed study comparing condensate refineries around the world may be undertaken in order 
to characterise ilie sources and quantify phenols in condensate refinery effluent treatment plants 
and to further l11vestigate, phenols and other aromatic hydrocarbons are site specific or 
Regional/ I n ternational in nature. 
2. A better understanding is required of ilie chemicals and additives mixed with the crude 
condensate prior to export from the source to the refinery as this will better identify the source 
of phenols. This would further help in distinguishing between naturally occurring phenols and 
those coming in wiili the crude condensates as a.dditives. Thus, a study may be conducted 
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through tcsung condensates at the point of abstraction and after three phasc separauon and 
aJulu,'e adwuon at source.  
3. The relauonslups bctween phenol and other 'water parameters may be mwstigated further to 
establish the proce opt::J.rnization. A mixmg/homogenization tank or storage facility may be 
dc,'elop U t en ure that inlet conruuons are always the same to the plant and thus controlling 
Its efficiency much more closely. Thus inlet conditions would be recorded as for outlet 
conchtions and a comparative study can be drawn on performance of plant overall. 
-+. Further s tudie can be made on more samples targeting different condensates to evaluate the 
ource and the level of phenol per source. The same studies could be conducted agamst the 
deslater unit whilst changing some process parameters such as the potential difference across the 
electro-plates or the retention time within the unit. The neutralized spent caustics could also be 
more closely monitored to determine how the phenols are produced in the reactions that take 
place prior to neutralization and transfer to the ETP. 
5.  Evaluation of potential relationship between COD and phenols may be done on the condensate 
tank water drams, desalter and neutralized spent caustic streams. Such relationships, if  exist, help 
establish better planning for more effective treatment of the waste streams before being fed mto 
the ETP processes. 
6. Further studies may be conducted on the SBR to investigate the role of reaction cycle, reaction 
time, and additives concentration. A mass balance testing of the SBR would be also necessary to 
determine if the phenol has been fully consumed and/ or to what extent absorbed by the sludge 
itself in the SBR. 
7.  Research is  needed to characterise the SBR bacteria and find if there is  a more effective family 
of bacteria for breakdown of phenols as well as the oils which flow in with the wastewater. 
12 1 
R ,\ further tudy c uld be undertaken to e,�aluate the effecb'"e cooverSlOn of phenol into 
dcnyauve compounds {: r the different inflllent wastewater streams at the EP L re finery . .  \ 
slmilar tudy may b undertaken to evaluate the effective treatment of benzene, tolu ne and 
xdcne lJ1 refinery wastewater using currently operating wastewater treaunent plant. 
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